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Prof. Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo, Professor of Music in the Department of Music and Dance, Kenyatta University, Nairobi 

(Kenya) was born in 1947. He holds PTE (Siriba Teachers College; Dip Ed (Music), University of Nairobi; MA and 

Ph.D. (The Queen’s University of Belfast) in Ethnomusicology and is one of the last students of the late Professor 

John Blacking. 

 

He is an ethnomusicologist, supported with extensive field research experiences in Music traditions of Africa. He 

has organized and participated in many International Conference and Symposiums both locally and world wide. 

Prof. Nyakiti has authored ten books on the music traditions of Kenyan communities; contributed chapters and 

articles to books and renowned International Journals. 

 

He is a member of many International Organizations such as, International Music Council (IMC), currently the 

President of the Kenyan Music Committee; International Centre for African Music and Dance (ICAMD), Legon 

Accra Ghana, where he is a member of the advisory board and also the coordinator of the East African Secretariat of 

ICAMD, housed at Kenyatta University;  a member and a coordinator of  International Organization of Folk Art 

(IOV) for Kenya; a member and liaison officer (Kenya) for  International Council for Traditional Music (ICTM).  

 

He was  appointed by the Minister for Gender, Sports, Culture and Social Services (Kenya) to the Committee of the 

Kenya Music and Cultural Festivals where he doubles up as the chairman of the technical committee. He was 

elected to Kenyatta University Council as a non-Senate representative. He was appointed the 2nd Vice President to 

the Scientific Symposium of  FESPAM 2007. He is the Chairman, KU 2007 Culture Week; Chairman, Departmental 

Postgraduate Committee and the Departmental Representative to the School of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Board of Undergraduate Studies.  

 

He has been the Secretary of Constituency Development Fund (CDF), Muhoroni Constituency, a member of the 

Board of Governors Kisumu Boys High School and the Patron,  Prof. Ayiecho Obumba Mixed Secondary School in 

addition to researching, teaching, supervising graduate students and many other community responsibilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
African Music Students at the Queen’s University of Belfast during the 1984 UNESCO 

Celebrations 
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo carrying the University 

Mace during the 24 Graduation  

Ceremony in 2008. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

                                 KU Group at Beijing Airport met by a Lady Tour Guide 
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The China Soon Ching Ling Science 

 and Culture Center 

 
BEIJING-CHINA: Prof Nyakiti giving an Introductory 

 Address during the Opening Ceremony. 

  

       
   Prof. Charles Nyakiti Orawo (in his Office-KU)              BEIJING-CHINA: Lukas Johane Mucavel 
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     BEIJING-CHINA: Swarnima Gusain                    BEIJING-CHINA:  Prof. C.O. Nyakiti 

 

         
                                         BEIJING-CHINA   A  Kenyan Delegate after Paper Presentations             

 

 
     BEIJING-CHINA:  Kora Dance performance                                    BEIJING-CHINA:  Kora Performce 
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BEIJING-CHINA: Mali - Kora Duet Players    and    A Kora Player with Blasto and Nyakiti  

 

     
BEIJING-CHINA : A Kenyan Traditional Sound Instruments: A Practical Approach 

 

   
BEIJING-CHINA : A Kenyan Traditional Sound Instruments: A Practical Approach 
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BEIJING-CHINA : A Kenyan Traditional Sound Instruments: A Practical Approach 

 

  
    BEIJING-CHINA : A Kenyan Traditional Sound Instruments: A Practical Approach 

                              ( to  the left: the Parents to and  the right  the Kenyan team and the Symposium organizers) 

                           
BEIJING-CHINA : The Great Wall of China 
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        BEIJING-CHINA : The last stop to the climbing of Great Wall of China. John Katuli (to the right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
        BEIJING-CHINA : Dr Isaiah Oyugi Climbing the Great Wall of China 
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        BEIJING-CHINA: At the Great Wall of China 

 

 
BEIJING-CHINA: The Kenyan Delegates at the Great Wall of China 
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BEIJING-CHINA: The Kenyan Delegates at the Great Wall of China 

 

 

 
  

BEIJING-CHINA:  Delegates at the International Symposium on Music of Africa and the World-  

World Music Days 2019- at the Dining Hall 
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BEIJING-CHINA:  The Central Conservatory of Music 

 

 

 November 2019: “Effects of Community Migration on Music Traditions in the  Great 

Lakes Region of Africa.” 

Abstract 

The paper assesses effects of migrations on the music traditions of the communities of the Great 

Lakes region of Africa.  “Bantus” and “Nilotes”, the two most populous communities in the 

region  migrated  by criss crossing each other’s paths as they were forced to move from their 

original points of dispersal to new territories. The survey considered how such movements 

affected the socio-cultural traditions of the immigrants; how and where they migrated to; the 

challenges they faced as they migrated and the effects of the movements on both the indigenous 

communities and the immigrants.  Such movements led to the systematic realignment of 

boundaries and borders in the region.  The migrations were as a result of internal feuds, security 

from human aggressors, deadly diseases, increase in human population, and ecological changes. 

Those migrating merged, amalgamated and finally developed into new societies with new 

emergent musical identities.  Some effects of the migrations were the introduction of a 

Centralized Kingdom Tradition, a tradition that later spread all over the Great Lakes region as far 

as Rwanda Burundi and Congo. The ethnic pluralism also became a distinctive feature in the 

Great Lakes region as the new societies created, being neither Bantus nor Nilotes came up with 

new music traditions and practices. The paper notes that the ritualistic claims on drums by chiefs 

and the fixing of drum heads are features that highlighted the effects of migration in the region. 

Those who got in touch with Arabs ended up making musical instruments that have oriental 

features such in mabumbumbu of Midzi Chenda and Ngoma mbaa of the Dawida.  Effects of 

migration on the communities’ music traditions are real and outstanding as they contribute to 

their socio-cultural developments, and more so, to the musical instruments and song-dance 

traditions of communities of the Great Lakes Region of Africa. 

 
 November 2019: “Music of Africa and the World” Key note address Central Conservatory of 

Music-Beijing- Peoples’ Republic of China. 
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Abstract 

Africa is the 2nd largest Continent in the world with a population of over a Billion people who 

speak an estimated 1000 distinct languages (Carver, 2012).  The Continent covers a vast 

geographical area with indigenous inhabitants whose histories and life styles are peculiar and 

complex, that it defies any simplistic description both foreign and indigenous scholars try to 

make.  The reason is that most of the scholars fail to understand that the term they use, Music, 

has no equivalent word to what the indigenous Africans have. Reality on the ground is that there 

is no word(s) equivalent to the English words “Music” and “musicians”.  The truth is that the 

World has decided not to understand the Continent.  Right from the time of European explorers, 

anthropologists, slave traders, Christian Missionaries, traders, settlers, colonialists and currently 

the Continent’s Development Partners. It is a pity that the Continent has been stereotyped to be 

what the World wants and this is completely different from that of the indigenous Africans.   

 

 
 

The African Music Council delegates to Emeritus Professor J.H.K Niketia’s funeral  Adepo Yapo ( Co-

divoure),  Prof. Mbuyamba (President of African Music Council), Prof. Charles Nyakiti Orawo (Kenya),  Dr 

Patricia Opondi (Kenya –South Africa) 
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Prof. Charles Nyakiti Orawo with the eldest son of the late Emeritus Professor J.H.K. Nketia 

and relatives after the interment of the late in Accra Ghana. 

Photo by Adepo-Yapo 

 

 

 

 
The eldest son of the late Emeritus Professor J.H.K.Nketia (in the middle to the right) 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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Drum ensemble  performed  at the State funeral for the late Emeritus 

Professor J.H.K.Nketia 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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Drum ensemble and a traditional dancer performing at the State 

funeral for the late Emeritus Professor J.H.K.Nketia 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 
 

Adepo-Yapo (Co-divoire) and the eldest son Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

and daughter of the late Emeritus Professor J.H.K.Nketia 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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KWABENA NKETIA Reception Coupon for GUESTS 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

        
 

Prof. Charles Nyakiti Orawo, Eunice, Prof Emily Achieng Akuno and Prof M. Wanyama 

 Site Inspection of Kabarak University by Programme Panel of the Commission  

for University Education on 19th October 2018  
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Courtesy call on the Minister for Culture Meru County  

during 3rd Year Music study in Meru 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Courtesy call on the Minister for Culture Meru County  

during 3rd Year Music study in Meru 
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Courtesy call on the Minister for Culture Meru County 

 during 3rd Year Music study in Meru 

 

 

  
 

A courtesy call to the Minister for Culture  Meru County  during  

 3rd Year Music Field Study in Meru 

  

 

 

     
Meru Dancers 

 

 

 

     
Meru Dancers 
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The Meru Dancers 

 

 
Meru dancers 

 

  
Prof. Nyakiti and John K.Katuli (The two Meru field study leaders) 
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Site seeing on the way back from Meru 

 February 2018:  Simiyu, R. and Charles Nyakiti Orawo  -  “The Significance of Stylistic      

             Evolution of Kamabeka on the Bukusu Culture from1945 to 2015.” 

Abstract 
 

Technological, economic, social, religious, political and educational agencies have strongly 

impacted on the Babukusu lives and their music in particular. Their performances of kamabeka 

have shifted in time, venue and performance styles. Contrary to being performed during 

traditional marriages, circumcision ceremonies, funerals and beer parties, kamabeka is performed 

in bars, restaurants and nightclubs. This has led to the development of kamabeka in line with the 

demands of its consumers. New musical instruments have been introduced in the litungu 

ensemble, hence new styles of its performance. Kamabeka music compositions have been 

modernized to incorporate new scenarios and topics. The style of performing kamabeka is ever 

evolving compromising its original structure hence its function. It casts doubt as to whether the 

new styles of kamabeka can still convey values, beliefs and customs to the Babukusu. Therefore, 

the study examined the significance of stylistic evolution of kamabeka to the Bukusu culture in 

the use of texts for messages, lyrics for word formation and the structural forms of kamabeka 

from 1945 to 2015. The study took place within and outside the Bukusu territory where litungu 

musicians could be found. The study used a qualitative research methodology. The study 

attended to performances to collect data by observation and post-performance oral interviews. 

Primary sources included oral interviews from Kamabeka artists, dancers and listeners. Correctly 

designed structured questions were used to ensure validity of qualitative data obtained. In 

addition, data obtained was compared with that collected by the research assistant to avoid 

personal bias.  For reliability, structured interview schedule was evaluated through Test-Retest 

method to determine the desired coefficient of 0.7 and above at the pilot stage. Secondary 

sources included newspapers, journals, dissertations and books related to the study. The study 

was guided by Social Re-constructionism theory by Guba & Lincolin (1989). The study used a 

descriptive data analysis method. An assessment of the study against data analysis was done. 

Conclusions were drawn and recommendation made. 
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Kwangya Nzaiko (Nzaiko Procession) 

Photo by Katuli, K.J. 

 

 

       
   Kuilukya Contest .          Enziu Traditional Dancers Demonstrating Kuilukya (Photos by Katuli K.J. 

                                                 

 

 
Plate 4: Women carrying Nzali (Photo by J.K.Katuli)                                                               
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 February 2018: Katuli, K.J. and Charles Nyakiti Orawo - “The Nzaiko of the Akamba: 

Music and Gender Identity Construction in the Community.” 

 

Abstract 
 

One is born male or female (biological gender) but is exposed to social dictates to perform the 

roles expected of him or her in that society (Kameli, 2011). Gender identity is ones private sense 

of being a man or a woman, and consists primarily of the acceptance of membership in a 

particular group of people: male or female. All societies have a set of gender categories that can 

serve as the basis of the formation of a social identity in relation to other members of society. In 

most societies, there is a basic division between gender attributes assigned to them. One's gender 

identity is also influenced through observing and imitating gender-linked behaviors, and then 

being rewarded or punished for behaving that way. Social factors which may influence gender 

identity include gender messages conveyed by family, mass media, and other institutions. Music 

is one of the oldest forms of human communication. It is a natural part of human life; a universal 

found in all cultures at all times. As a means of communication it serves many functions. It is 

used as a means of enculturation and hence plays a central role in the process of personal, 

cultural and gender identity formation. (Blacking,1973 and Shuker, 2001). Among the Akamba 

of Kenya music is one of the tool used in the traditional education to prepare the youth for 

special roles according to their gender. This paper therefore looks into the learning and practice 

of music in the Akamba traditional education and how it worked in the construction of gender 

identities and roles.  

 

 

 

       
 

Charles  Nyakiti Orawo presenting a paper at the 44th ICTM World Conference  

Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, University of Limerick 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Woman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Male
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Female
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_identity
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                                                      Presentation marking the 70th Anniversary of ICTM  

 

 
A part of the African scholar group at the ICTM 2017  
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ICTM students delegates 2017 on excursion at the cliffs of Moher Ireland 

 July 2017: “Legio Maria verses Juogi Luo Ancestral Possession Spirits.”  

 

                                  Abstract 
 

 Juogi, the ancestral Luo religious practices.. The name Juogi is derived from juok/jok, god.  Juogi is 

therefore a Luo ancestral possessing spiritual cult in which the wishes of the Luo ancestors are revealed to 

members of the community. Juogi practices were designed to court spirits’ favour, for protection and to 

avoid consequences of their displeasure.  Life was never safe with existing fear! The ever needed 

protection was expressed in the religious and magical belief practices. On the other hand, Legio Maria 

Church (LMC), incepted in 1963 by Aoko ny’Obala, a former Roman Catholic Church (RCC) faithful, 

was a socio-religious venture. LMC being a spirit possession sect preached salvation, prayed and 

exorcised evil spirits, and burnt artifacts used by traditional medicine practitioners (Acts 2: 1-4 and Acts 

2:17-18), The RCC membership denied being the mother source to the Sect and branded it the Legion, the 

unclean spirits that Jesus exorcised in Mark 5: 2-20. This study sets out to establish the co-existence of 

Juogi with other religions in the territory before and after the inception of LMC in 1963; what constitutes 

the nature of evil spirits and justifies what is Holy or not depends on the peoples’ worldview. Using a 

historical exploratory approach the study acknowledges some unique powers that LMC seem to have over 

Juogi and other foreign religions.  What is important in the services and rituals concerning juogi spirits 

are music, be it in the early morning, in the evening or when the spirits demand. During the sessions, the 

spirits revealed issues of concern for the well being of the community. Dualistic and syncretic religious 

belief practices seem to have been the norm among the Luo prior to the inception of the LMC.  The study 

recommends a further research in which stakeholders points of view are objectively considered for 

awareness! 
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 July 2017: “The Significance of Fauna and Flora in the production of Musical 

Instruments in Africa.” 

                                                            Abstract 
 

With the coming of history origin of musical instruments stopped being attributed to the gods and heroes 

(Sachs, 1977).  Speculatively, man “was quite unaware, as he stamped the ground or slapped his body, 

that such actions were seeds of the earliest instruments.  It is important to acknowledge that the first 

source of musical materials came from man’s body. Later, instruments were made from materials got 

from their immediate environment.  They chose from hard wood with sonorous sounds.  The use of 

natural materials in traditional ceremonies and rituals is observed in almost all the communities of Africa. 

Calabash fruits were used as resonators.  River reeds, bamboo and woods with natural holes were used to 

make special flutes and panpipes.    Papyrus provided materials for tuning knobs instead of wooden pegs. 

Sorghum and elephant grass stalks were used in making zithers and shakers. The making of metal tools 

helped change the communities’ worldview and improvement of musical instruments making. The 

importance of music and musical instruments in the lives of the natives of cannot be overemphasized as 

the two play quite a significant role.  It should be noted that not all the inhabitants of Continent are 

musicians!  Performing on the musical instruments is an integral part of the communities’ belief system, 

which varies from one community to another. Songs entertain during festivals and ceremonies, but rituals 

teach and give guidance to the community. Not all players of musical instruments make the instruments.  

Performance of such instruments shows a commitment to the musical event and the gods. An example 

being that of the Akan drums which are not objects of worship, yet have to receive libations and carry 

prohibitions because they are repositories of spirit of Tweneboa Kodua and carry with them associations 

with ancestor drummers. Some of the instruments like pestles and mortars play double roles. Xylophones 

as tuned idiophones   have varied number of slabs. Music like language is community specific but the use 

of animals and plants materials in making the instruments cuts across all the communities in Africa.   It is 

therefore correct to note that plants and animal sources from which musical instruments were made had 

great significance to the natives. The animals and plants were traditionally protected, hence, resulting into 

prayers being performed whenever animals and trees were killed or cut respectively. In summary, the 

Africans were aware of their ecology, hence, did all they could to protect the environment! 

 

 

 

 February 2016: “Modernity in Music Cultures in Africa.” 

 

                                                    Abstract 
 

The introduction of Western system of education in which the children of African native converts were 

taught new cultures, the culture of the colonists with a view of “creating and extending the right of 

European sovereignty over newly discovered lands” (Mudimbe, ibid.:45) ignored the reality on the 

ground. Education became a control mechanism, a culture which began with the assumption that human 

thought is basically both social and public.  Africa lost the war, and the only way to go about the study of 

music in Africa is by “building up a body of knowledge on which musicians can draw”.  Music education 

that ignores the reality at hand is a fake one and as such should be challenged.   The building up of a body 

of knowledge should be systematically planned to emphasize the general musicianship and the 

development of bi-musicality.   The education Curriculum used was the European one and therefore was 

not useful to the African learners.  This implies that if the two cultures were to succeed, innovations had 

to be carried out resulting into transformations. In other words, the most appropriate approach to studying 

African cultures and by extension, her musics, would be by studying both her traditional and 

contemporary musics. Such an approach highlights the true nature of the modern Africa as opposed to 

that overemphasized by either or both the foreigners as well as African scholars.   
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 April 2015:  “Kenya (National and Regional Report).” Bulletin of the ICTM No 128. April 

2015 (ISSN {Om line}:2304-1039. Pp18-26 

 

 

 

 September/Novembe,  2015: “Jathum: A Specialist Luo Music Composer Performer .” 

Abstract 
 

Traditionally, the term “thum” refers to the Luo eight stringed lyre believed to have been handed over to 

them by their mythical ancestor, Ramogi.   The lyre player commonly known as Jathum had a duty, to 

compose and perform to the community as he represented the spirits of the ancestor.  Unlike other 

musical instruments of the community; thum, the mythical instrument spoke to the soul.  The 

involvement of thum in socio-cultural life of the Luo   included not only the cleansing of those involved 

in homicides but also tabooed situations that threatened the smooth running of the community. Thum 

ensemble rendered in a popular form was accompanied by a solo and chorus.  The introduction of foreign 

instruments in the Luo territory resulted in competitions.   Jothum were losing as their style of delivery 

still reflected that of the old Luo beer party performances in which only the female   participated in 

dances, thus making the remaining thum goers listeners contrary to   the newly introduced dances.  It took 

the determination and innovativeness of an individual to bail Jothum out of the impending death by 

designing a smaller thum, tuned an octave higher than the initial and played only by one person.   The 

newly acquired genres also adopted the term thum  in order to be accepted by the Luo.     Thum genres 

composed among the Luo had the same subjects, same musical contexts, the same consumers,  and the 

artists  performed their own works when invited by patrons.    Initially, the term referred to the presence 

of Jathum; thum; and  jomiend thum.  Thum therefore is a Luo   music genre in which the variables are 

Jathum, thum and jomiel and cannot apply to the Luo music in general since there are some music genres 

which the term thum doesn’t apply. 
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Chendu Achola and Nyadero Oselu :Informants on  

Wend Amen: the Luo Wrestling songs.  

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 
 

 

 July, 2015: “Wend Amen: the Role of Music in Wrestling Festivals of the Luo  of 

Western Kenya and North Western Tanzania” 

 

Abstract 

Efforts to understand the past, to retrace the customary path the Luo trekked before they succumbed to 

socio-cultural changes that befell them could be a very challenging venture; especially to the Luo youth 

who aspire to know the customs of their community. Wend amen; the topic of our discussion can be 

performed without restrictions attached to ritualistic songs such as wend miend rut. The Amen festivals 

were means of squaring disagreements among the Luo.  If an individual felt aggrieved by their peers they 

challenged them to a wrestling match.  The festivals were carried out in the evenings and attended by 

most members of the sub-clan. The songs performed during the occasion were those of amen. Wrestling 

was not only a Luo sport, but also of the neighbours. The festivals did not find favour with the Christian 

missionaries. They misinterpreted activities associated with it. The challenges that led to the formation of 

amen are still persistent.  How then could the youth sort out their differences?   Amen seemed a better 

way to solving the youths’ differences. Of late, the youth have resorted to cutting each other with 

machetes! The Luo amen was a better test of manhood as it was a display of daring and the outlet of pride 

(Richards). Music and wrestling among the Luo are so intertwined that it is at times difficult to tell the 

difference.  The importance of music is displayed in the song dance performances that create a 

celebratory atmosphere before, during and after the event.  
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                Botswana Traditional dancers at                                                     A  dance troupe during 2010 KUWFs 

                        the Kenya National Museum                                                            Kenyatta University Silver  

                 Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo                                                                    Jubilee Publications 

 

 

 

 

               
                          A troupe of dancers at KUCWFs 2009                              KUCWFs Grand Finale Awards  

                                                                 Source: Kenyatta University Silver Jubilee Publications 

 

 

 

               
Siaya- Kalapapla and Manyanga players                             Pokot women dancers 

                                                               Photos by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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      Prof. Nyakiti with two of his hosts in Bahrain                               Beauty of Africa (Uganda) 
                        Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo                                                             Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
 

 

 

 

                                                                           
               Bendir players in Bahrain                                    A bag pipe musician  in Bahrain 

                   Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo                                                                     Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

                                                                 
 

                                                                               

 

           
      Siaya-Fire tuning of Siaya -                             Kalapapla and Manyanga 

        Ohangla Drums                                             of Ohangla ensemble 
Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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                Siaya-Thum player                                Benin-Drumming demonstration 
                          Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo                                           Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
 

 
 

 

 

 April, 2015 “Music in the Propagation of Rights and Democracy in Africa”. 

 Abstract 
Effectiveness of music as a means of communication is not something new in Africa as it has been used 

in different ways leading to its fusion with life in Africa. African cultures use music to humanize people 

in societies.   As an art, music is embedded with special qualities and values which encourage, praise, 

excite, incite and ridicule subjects; hence, recognition of the diversity of Cultures. Some situations have 

music themes concerned with religion and magic. Such ritualistic situations have a small inner circle of 

mediums, officiants and devotees. Here music enables communication with the spirit world through the 

mediums making music to serve the end for which religion exists. Song texts concerned with political 

events, clan structures and topical issues are allusive and key to survival of the communities were 

jealously guarded. Musical instruments were used to send messages.  The art was interactional or 

transactional between musicians and their society. How does music relate people to one another? What 

are its aesthetic and political forces? Being a musician in Traditional African was one of the many artistic 

attributes an entertainer, a historian and/or a word-master needed in addition to the theoretical tools in 

order to neutralize alienation in the trade. In the technological world, music has been used to sharpen and 

mobilize social consciousness in pursuit of qualitative change, preservation or subversion of existing 

order. Music has been used to control crowds.  Besides physical pleasure, dance has psychological effects 

such as feeling and trance.  The last phase of colonialism displayed rediscovery of Africa by Africans, 

cropping up of trade unionists who later formed political parties that used music to championed the anti-

imperialist struggle.  Post-independence things did not fair on as planned. Due to the unpreparedness of 

leadership, the new governments had challenges.    Political parties in countries with opposition used 

music during their campaigns.  They used  the most recent  technologies to relay to the citizens the 

intended messages. There  are  social unrest due  to labour movements.  students at public learning 

institutions,  the physically challenged, gender (usually women), children and/or the minority groups 

whose rights are infringed by the system. Such groups use music  to achieve solidarity.  General Mobutu     

of Belgium Congo – Zaire took power 5 years after Independence. He forging unity among the 400 

different communities and his success was not military but cultural. He launched his own cultural 

revolution and political animation.  Kenya, one of those Africa states who employed political animation 

and developed mass choirs. The South Africa’s Sharpeville Massacre marked a turning point in the South 

Africa’s political history. In such circumstances music is used as a means to an end. Music  

communicates  though the exact thing it communicates and how it does it is not known. When individuals 

or groups of people feel threatened, they resort to music!    This explains why music is a powerful tool in 

propagating rights and democracy in Africa.     
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                Lekatia: Pokot  men cover their mouths                                Tenda: head gear decorated 

     as a sign of riches.                                                             with ostrich feathers  

                                                                              Photos by Charles Nyakiti Orawo  

 

 

 

 July, 2014 - Wend Miend Rut: The Role of Music in the Celebration of  Twins among the 

Luo of Western Kenya and North Western Tanzania 

 

Abstract 
 

Wend miend rut, the role of music in the celebration of twins among the Luo of Kenya and Tanzania is in 

line with the concern that “as civilization develops, many of her customs and legends become lost 

(Hobley, 1903:325). “There were already signs that the younger generations of the natives were losing 

interest in the old order of things”; which were a mere relic of their former selves.  The concern was that 

“no reason” was given from the people for the existence of such customs.  The reticence on matters of 

importance accounts for less information the natives revealed to foreigners. In fact, customs and beliefs  

not revealed to outsiders  included tattooing and community marks of women;  the relationships of -in-

laws and  the celebration of twins to mention but a few.  To the natives, these rituals were unique 

occurrences, but unfortunately, the esteem with which the natives held such ritualistic feasts were 

incomprehensible to foreigners;  more so to the Christian missionaries who the natives considered the 

chief propagators of colonialism.  Etiquette dictated the membership to the rituals.   The native reticence 

was applied to all those that were considered outsiders.  Chieno to the Luo was a special mark for a 

married woman. Birth of a Luo child was followed by a variety of rituals.   Things took a different 

dimension if a woman gave birth to twins. This was a curse, a taboo than a blessing that could only be 

counteracted by a dance; which was awkward and horrible to look at.   The climax of the celebrations was 

the dance, miend yawo rut which was licensed by the song, wend miend rut.  Participation in the ritual 

was obligatory, imposed by one’s membership to the family.   The dancers paired themselves. Victims to 

the rituals were the mother- and son-in-law; the two who under normal circumstances due to the rule of 

“extensive avoidance”, would not see eye to eye.    Scarcely covering their private parts and using a stick 

they simulate the copula.  They moved their bottoms, backwards and forwards in a most immodest way.  

Yundruok, movements represented the parents’ movements during the conception of the birth of twins. 

During the ritual, the rule of extensive avoidance was suspended.  The song is the vilest for a descent 

person to listen to.     The phrase Apiyo g’Adongo e e malongo, repeatedly sung to a steady rhythm of the 

drum  fitted the occasion!  The first two words are the names of the twins; followed by “ee”  “ee”, a 
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confirmation and the last word “…malongo” indicates the problem that has lead to the ritual. The 

unfortunate taboo’s origin could not be explained, but could only be implied!. What then is malongo? The 

bad way to play sex!  The dance expresses malongo. The pairing of dancers is a further attempt to express 

malongo!  But being an abstract obscenity malongo with its horrors is real and could only be confronted 

by the music  

 

 

 

 

 

       
                     KU 3rd Year Music Field Study [Jan 2014]. to West Pokot  The dance troupe leader carrying  

                                  a)    John Katuli with students                                                 b) a stool for males. 
 

Photos by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        
                      KU 3rd Year Music Field Study to West Pokot [Jan 2014]. 

                a)   Two male  Pokot dancers confide  as they prepare  to dance  b)Two female Pokot dancers  
                                                     Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo                                                                                                                  
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 KU 3rd Year Music Field Study to West Pokot [Jan 2014]             .KU 3rd Year Music Field Study to West Pokot [Jan 2014]. 

                a)  A group of West Pokot female dancers                                  b)  The students wait to watch  the  Pokot  dancers 

                                                           .  Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 
 

Soniokai: The Pokot beaded necklaces 
Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 

 

         
                   KU 3rd Year Music Field Study to West Pokot [Jan 2014]. 

                            a) A group of West Pokot dancers                           b)  The students with some Sangwaye  musicians   
)                                                                                   Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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Chempkombis: The Pokot Talismatic                                                     Pukandit (Sengwer Lyre) 

drum used in witchcraft and exorcisizm. 
Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo                                                                                

  
                                                                              

 

 
Shanger: shakers 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 July, 2013. “Miend Winyo: The Bird Dance of the Luo  

 

                                                             Abstract 
 

Miend winyo, also known as miend kondo had its roots in the Luo funeral celebrations.    Among Luo 

funeral celebrations were tero buru, performed on the burial day or later after some preparations; tieko 

liel, the final funeral celebrations of a deceased Luo elder and goyo bund ng’a motho, beating the drum 

of a deceased person. Tero buru required able-bodied members of the clan to visit places where the 

deceased frequented while alive. The arrival  at the funeral venue was coupled with singing, dance-
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trotting, ululating, wailing and crying as the participants chased imaginary enemies believed to have 

killed the deceased. The corpse was lowered into the grave as the musical extravaganza cooled down.  

The female dancers during tieko liel were the newly married women and maidens and the outstanding 

male dancers were Jo-winyo who interweaved music and body movements to produce the most moving 

musical performance in the community. How did winyo dance originate? It originated from warriors who 

danced with expensive accoutrements. What of those who lacked the accoutrements?  They were 

ridiculed and nicknamed bolo.  In order to counteract the challenge, bolo put on creepers and overdid 

their dances to attract attention of girls and children. They went for chicken feathers which could easily 

be found at home, to decorate their headgears. They then incorporated in their dances ostrich feathers and 

dol, which were quite expensive trophies that only the rich could own. They then took to drums and 

finally claimed to be joramogi.   Could the warriors afford to ridicule them? With time, they became 

more refined and organized. They acquired bul, drums; oporo, horn; odundu, reed flute; poko, gourd 

rattles and filingo whistles. They continued to improve their art and were finally recognized by the   

colonialists. 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo waiting to present his paper at the 42nd ICTM 

 

 
                              Charles Nyakiti Orawo with fellow presenters after reading his paper at the 42nd ICTM 

2013 World Conference- Shanghai - China 
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African Music Study Group at the 42nd ICTM 2013 World Conference 

At Shanghai-China 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo with colleagues talking lunch during the 42nd ICTM 

2013 World Conference- Shanghai - China 
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Some of African delegates at the 42nd ICTM 2013 World Conference 

at Shanghai-China 

 

 

  
Charles Nyakiti Orawo, Jean Ngoya Kidula,   Rose Omolo Ongati at the 

42nd ICTM 2013 World Conference at Shanghai-China 
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the African Music Study Group meeting  

at the 42nd ICTM2013 World Conference- Shanghai - China 

 

 
Jean Ngoya Kidula and Rose Omolo Ongati at the42nd ICTM2013 

World Conference- Shanghai – China 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the African Music Study Group meeting at  

the 42nd ICTM2013World Conference- Shanghai - China 
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo with some of African Music study group Colleagues at the 

Shanghai Oriental Art Center during the 42nd ICTM2013 World Conference- 

Shanghai - China 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo, Donald Ondiek Otoyo during the 42nd ICTM2013 World Conference- 

 Shanghai - China 
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Evelyn Mushira, Charles Nyakiti Orawo during the 42nd ICTM2013 

 World Conference- Shanghai - China 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo and Rose Omolo Ongati at the gate of Shanghai 

Conservatory of Music during the 42nd ICTM 2013 

 World Conference- Shanghai - China 
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo with a delegate from Uganda at the 

42nd ICTM 2013 posing  at a Gong Ageng at the 

Water Village Shanghai-China 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo with two delegates at the 42nd ICTM 2013 World Conference 

Luncheon Shanghai-China 
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo with four of the delegates at the 42nd ICTM 2013 

at the Water Village Shanghai-China 

  

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo with three African delegates The 42nd ICTM 2013 

at the Water Village Shanghai-China 
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The 42nd ICTM 2013: Land mark at the Water Village Shanghai-China 

  

 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo with three African delegates The 42nd ICTM 2013 

at the Water Village Shanghai-China 
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo with three African delegates 

at the 42nd ICTM 2013 Shanghai-China 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo with three African delegates at the 42nd ICTM 

2013 Shanghai-China 
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo with three African delegates at the 42nd ICTM 

 2013 Shanghai-China 

 

 

 

 
Part of the African Study Group 42nd ICTM  2013 at Shanghai- China Photo by 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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Prof. Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 42nd  

ICTM World Conference Shanghai- China 

 

 

 
Prof Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 42nd ICTM World  

Conference at Shanghai – China with 

 two of  his colleagues. 
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Prof. Charles Nyakiti Orawo during the 42nd  

ICTM Conference Shanghai at the 

Water Village 

 

 July, 2013. “Music and Bull Fighting among the Abaluhyia of Kenya.” 42nd World 

Conference of the ICTM Shanghai the Peoples’ Republic of China.   

 

Abstract 
Bull fighting among the Abaluhyia is one of the few activities that differentiates her from her neighbours.  

The Abaluhyia, one of the Bantu communities of Kenya live in Western region of the country.  The 

community has seventeen sub-communities of which two are renowned for the bull fighting.   They are 

the Abisukha and Abidakho. In the sub-communities, there are two types of bull fighting namely 

nzitchikhulu shirembe, a ceremonial or ritualistic one at a graveside and maayo, fighting for joy, a sport 

usually held at muluhyia (an open ground for everybody’s enjoyment) and performed for entertainment.  

There are two types of shirembe, one held at the gravesite as a mock immediately after the burial of a 

respected elder and a main one held after some preparations.  Bull fighting are usually preceded by cock 

fighting although the absence of cock fighting would not prevent bull fighting from going on. Cock 

fighting when not accompanied by bull fighting takes place in market places. The bulls that participate in 

the fight are never considered bulls, but rather representatives of ancestry.  When a bull  fighter gets hurt, 

it is surrendered to a butcher, who pays handsomely for it. The owner does not eat its meat. He keeps the 

skin for memory and ritualistic purposes.  The songs used during bull fights are poetical names of 

genealogical origins of the bull’s father going back to the twelfth generation.  Musical instruments used 

are the isikuti drums which symbolically represent a family of father, mother and child. The Abisukha and 

Abidakho incorporate visiri and the Abaloogoli uses vikuli (which the Abanyore and Abatiriki refer to as 

vikhuli).  The songs used at bull fights are those performed during wrestling.  Wrestling has been a sport  

for all the Abaluhyia until some sub-communities such as the Abaloogoli refrained from it. This was due 

to the influence of Christianity, propagated by the Quakers, the Church of God and Salvation Army.   

Those who still participate in wrestling are the Abanyala, the Abatsotso, the Abawanga and the Abakisa. 

The sub-communities who still participate in the Abaluhyia traditions ridicule those who have abandoned 

the traditions as abanusu, i.e. half Abaluhyia. 
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                                                              A musician playing Bag pipe during the International 

Symposium of Folk Culture in Bahrain. 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 

 

 
A dancer at the International Symposium of Folk Culture in Bahrain 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo I 
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Musicians Performing at the International Symposium of Folk  

Culture in Bahrain Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo  

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo with some of the organizers of 

the International Symposium of Folk  

Culture in Bahrain 
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Musicians Performing at the International Symposium of Folk  

Culture in Bahrain Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 
Palm trees in Bahrain 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 November, 2012.”Folk Culture and the Challenges of Globalization.” International 

Symposium of Folk Culture. Bahrain. 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo with Prof. Emily Akuno 

and a fellow participant at the 33 IMC General  

Assembly Tunis 2009 
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Musicians performing at a concert in Tunis. 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 

 

 
Prof. Sylvia Nasinyonga-Tamususa at the 33 IMC General  

Assembly in Tunis.  Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 

 

 

 
Musicians performing at a concert in Tunis. 

Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
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African delegates to the   33 IMC General  

Assembly in Tunisia (2009).    
 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo,  a fellow participant and Adepo Yapo  

at the 33 IMC General Assembly Tunis 2009 
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 July, 2012.  Modernity and Music Education in Africa The 6th   Ethnomusicology Symposium 

                 . University of   Dar es Salaam. 
 

Abstract 
The introduction of Western system of education in which the children of African native converts were 

taught new cultures, the culture of the colonists with a view of “creating and extending the right of 

European sovereignty over newly discovered lands” (Mudimbe, ibid.:45) ignored the reality on the 

ground. Education became a control mechanism, a culture which began with the assumption that human 

thought is basically both social and public.  Africa lost the war, and the only way to go about the study of 

Africa music is by “building up a body of knowledge on which musicians can draw”.  Music education 

that ignores the reality at hand is a fake one and as such should be challenged.   The building up of a body 

of knowledge should be systematically planned to emphasize the general musicianship and the 

development of bi-musicality.   The education Curriculum used was the European one and therefore was 

not useful to the African learners.  This implies that if the two cultures were to succeed, innovations had 

to be carried out resulting into transformations. In other words, the most appropriate approach to studying 

African cultures and by extension, her musics, would be by studying both her traditional and 

contemporary musics. Such an approach highlights the true nature of the modern Africa as opposed to 

that overemphasized by either or both the foreigners as well as African scholars.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                        Charles Nyakiti Orawo and  Jean Ngoya Kidula  at St John’s Newfoundland- Canada 
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                                        Kenyan Music scholars at  ICTM  in St. John’s Newfoundland- Canada  

                                                                                                        July 2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo and J.H.K.Nketia having lunch during the 

Ethnomusicology Symposium At the University of 

Dar es Salaam July 2011. 
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 July 2011:  “African Response to the Almighty Musical Industries of Other 

Continents”. The 5th Ethnomusicology Symposium. University of   Dar es Salaam. 

Abstract 
Music industry like many other contemporary industries of the world has come not only to mean the 

sale of musical products but also the processes involve in the sale.  The industry which initially 

concerned the musician, manufacturer of music instruments and consumers now incorporates a 

individuals and other   organizations with varying roles and status.  Within the industry are musicians 

who compose and perform music; companies and professionals who create and sell recorded music; 

those who present live music performances;   professionals who assist musicians with their careers; 

journalists; educators; musical instrument manufacturers; as well as many others. The initial stage of 

music industry, as a human phenomenon,   reflects a stage when musicians worked under the 

patronage of individuals in a community. By virtue of their positions in their society, they influenced 

the production and performance of music.  These   individuals were controlled by customs and 

traditions, thus   acted   in the best interest of their people.     According to societal norms, musicians   

gained from their products.  The social status of persons   musicians associated with became implied 

in the social status and security of the   musicians. This led   to the acquisition of new patrons, new 

subjects for compositions, and new markets.   The contemporary period is a period for the traditional 

musician to venture out, look for the market for the created products; it is a period when relying for 

communal favours were gone, forever and never to come back.    The West and other parts of the 

world present a different scenario.  The process for formal composition, the proceeds, and the process 

of commercialization, technological invention and communications changed and amplified the 

musical environment and scope not only nationally, but on a worldwide scale. What of the traditional 

African music products? Are they also affected?   If so, what is the response of Africa to what has 

come to be known as the almighty musical industries of other world?   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo with colleagues                      Charles Nyakiti Orawo with Dr Makoye and 

                                                       and fellow Symposium participant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo presenting his paper at the Symposium (left)  Charles Nyakiti Orawo with J.K.Nketisa,and others 

at the University of Dar es Salaam (right). 
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         Charles Nyakiti rawo, J.K. Nketia and two other Ethnomusicology Symposium at 
the University of Dar es Salaam 

 
 

 July, 2011: “Onanda: A Contemporary Luo Musical Genre”. ICTM 41st World          

        Conference. St  John’s   Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. 

 

Abstract 

 
During and after the World War II, the Luo experienced a musical evolution that resulted in the 

creation of a number of musical genres (dodo, bodi, ondoro, onanda and orutu).  The springing up of 

such musical genres reflected the socio-cultural changes that the community went through as it tried 

to adjust itself to accommodate the incoming cultural practices. However, this was not the first time, 

the Luo as a community, was faced with such a situation as there were musical genres such as 

milenye, oigo, to mention but a few,  brought into the Luo territory  by her younger generations. This 

paper is a survey of onanda (accordion), one of the many music genres created and performed by 

organized groups of individuals with the primary objective of pleasure and sheer entertainment. This 

is contrary to the belief that Africans do not make music for pleasure. Those studies which have tried 

to include pleasure in performance of African music traditions, have to some extent, implied that such 

performances could only be carried out by individuals, and not by groups of organized individuals. 

The paper highlights the acquisition of onanda by its proponents, how they adopted and adapted the 

foreign instrument into the Luo music tradition, its musical role and status among other traditional 

music genres in the community and its influence on the music practices of other Kenyan 

communities. Onanda music genre is the result of developments of the Luo bodi music genre. First, 

bodi as a music genre stressed singing in the call and response form.   This was followed by the 

introduction of   ongeng’o, a round metal bar struck with an iron rod.  Further improvements to the 

genre saw the introduction of nyangile or ondoro or bul, a set of round metal bars played on 

sanduku, a box resonator with a metal rod.  The incorporation of onanda to the bodi instrumental 

ensemble led to the resultant genre getting its name.  The rise and growth of musical genres among 

the Luo was not haphazard nor was it as a result of improvisation. The creators of the new genres 

“carefully constructed and frequently rehearsed” (Blacking, 1987) their works, incorporating details 

and omitting censured sections.  The re-created or remodeled musical activities were given new 

names 
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Jathum in action during a music field study in Siaya County 

Photo by CNO 

 
 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo and John Katuli with 

Mama Sara Obama during  a field study in Siaya 

Photo by CNO 
 

 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo in Benin                          Charles Nyakiti Orawo in Cameroon 
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                                                   Charles Nyakiti Orawo in University of Dar es Salaam with colleagues 

                                                                   During the inauguration of Global Music Campus. 
 

 

 July, 2011: “Music Renaissance in Africa: A Reaction to  Cultural Imperialism”. 

FESPAM. Brazzaville Congo.  

 
Abstract 

 

 

“The great historical tragedy of Africa has been not so much that it was too late in making contacts with 

the rest of the world, but rather, the manner in which that contact was brought about “(C’esaire, 1972:23), 

creating a kind of dichotomy with a number of paradigmatic oppositions.   To Africans, this implied a 

jump from one extreme to the other.  There was no doubt in the minds of both the African elite and their 

Western counterparts who an African was.   This resulted in divergent views,   conflicts of interest on 

African art by members of the new generation in society who rejected what was learnt of the Western, 

though their predecessors saw it as key to success. The new generation, were united and motivated to 

shake off the yoke of Eurocentricity which history   pressed upon their shoulders. To them,   the genuine 

decolonization of Africa went beyond a regression to the poetic norms and metaphysical cosmology of 

simple African peasants nor   the symbolic re-naming of streets in Africa’s urban centres after 

contemporary heroes and “illustrious ancestors; not  even the use of African  languages for 

communication in African politics and letters. All these, implicated in the mental decolonization process 

of the external psycho-social manifestations of a deeper anti-imperialist struggle (Amuta, 1989), had not  

to be isolated from the  socio-economic structures that inform Africans  from the  cultural  value of  the 

colonization process.   The anti-imperialist struggle is not a simple process.   It is a struggle against 

psychological timidity imposed by centuries of dehumanizing denigration, against the entrenchment of 

colonialist economic structures as roadblocks to genuine development, against the tyranny and endless 

buffoonery of an intensive ruling class presiding over societies driven by class inequalities, against the 

hegemony of irrelevant alien ideas, and against the growing sophistication of the ideological tentacles of 

global imperialism.   A musical survey explains how not simple the process is.  The generation with far 

greater independence works are seen in the highlife, Kwela, Congolese and Kenyan early popular bands.  

The use of equivalents, seeing Africa’s cultures in terms of Europe’s is a challenge and misnomer.   The 

art of composing contemporary African popular music genres is triggered off by the psychological wave 

and belief in Africanism in the late nineteenth century. This marks the rebirth of art in Africa, in which 
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musicians adopt and adapt foreign instruments.  The same would be said for music festivals where 

participants are encouraged to compose in African style using western musical vocabulary.    

 
 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo at University of Dar es Salaam during the 4th and 5th Ethnomusicology Symposium. 

 

 

 

 March, 2011:  “Traditional Music Education and Worship.”   The Kenya Association for 

Musical Arts    Education (KAMAE). Kabarak  University 

 

 

 November, 2010:” Festival Organization.” Douala, Cameroon.   

 

 

 April, 2010: “The Need to Document, Preserve and Disseminate Kenya’s Song-dance 

Heritage.” A  paper  presented at the 6th National Symposium on Kenyan Music on   the theme 

Kenyan Music the Living Treasure organized by the Permanent Presidential Music Commission 

at GTI Mombasa..                                        

 

 

 

 July, 2010:   4thEthnomusicology Symposium in Tanzania. Titled:  “Music Research in 

Kenya”  Scholar.”An Individual Presentation- Scholar. Submission in English.      

        

 

Abstract 
In 1982, the Government of Kenya appointed a team of six musicians to a National Music Commission, 

the Presidential National Music Commission (PNMC). The PNMC gave its findings that led to the birth 

of Permanent Presidential Music Commission (PPMC).  Why was it necessary for the Government to get 

involved in strengthening traditional music in all sectors of Kenyan society? Features affecting Kenyan 

society and its view of traditional culture have been acculturation, a process in which key players have 

been foreign religions, technology and other forms of communication. There was need for Kenya to instill 

in her youth the understanding of past and present cultures, valid place in contemporary society and a 

sense of respect for the unfamiliar cultures.  This is because of the country’s background of a multi-ethnic 
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population, a colonial history and educational policy resulting into an ambiguous music education. Ashby 

in Tracy (1965:6) highlights with regret, the gulf that exists between the Western educated African 

graduate and the mass of his/her own people.  It is important that universities of Africa not only preserve 

the current loyalty to the Western tradition, but also discover and proclaim a loyalty to the values of 

indigenous African society.     To achieve this, they need to bridge the gap by fostering indigenousness 

not only between Africa and the West, but also between the illiterate and literate in African society. 

Knowledge of song-dance traditions in Kenya has been acquired through enculturation.  Unfortunately, 

this is no longer the case as the current circumstances rarely support the socio-cultural experiences that 

expose individuals to traditions of the past.   Though Music scholars have been, for a long time, talking 

about disappearing musics, few have taken up the challenge of documenting the song-dance traditions of 

various African cultures.  Research on traditional song-dances would be a positive step.  For Kenya, the 

first collection and recording of song -dances began with explorers, missionaries and colonial government 

officials who shared their experiences with armchair researchers in UK.   Notable song-dance collection 

in Kenya was carried out by Graham Hyslop.   Those who made the greatest contribution to this heritage 

consider African music worth studying in its own right and in its own terms as an aspect of African 

culture.   The need to research on Kenya’s song-dance heritage” is not a farfetched one!  

 

 

 

 
                                                                

 

                 
                                           Charles Nyakiti Orawo                                                           Charles Nyakiti Orawo 
                                        Arriving at  FESPAM  Scientific                                                at  FESPAM  Scientific 

                                              Symposium  (5/8/2009)                                                          Symposium  (4/8/2009) 
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                       Charles Nyakiti Orawo with  UNESCO Director                       Charles Nyakiti Orawo in Brazzaville                                     

                             Brazzaville during  FESPAM Scientific                                 during  the FESPAM Scientific 

                              Symposium (4/8/2009)                                               Symposium (5/8/2009 

 
 

 

              
 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo presenting    

“The status of Copyright and related rights in Kenya” 

 During the FESPAM Scientific Symposium (5/8/2009) 
 

 

 

 
 

Charles Nyakiti Orawo with 

Ms Gabriel a delegate from France (5/8/2009) 
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 August, 2009: The 7th Edition of Pan African Music Festival (FESPAM) Scientific 

Symposium Theme: Copyrights and Piracy in Africa! An Individual Presentation. Title: 

“The Status of Copyright and Related Rights in Kenya”. Submission in English. 

 

Abstract 
Kenya is the logistical hub for the East African region that is a significant player in regional trade, 

investment and general economic growth (Africa-business.com). She has signed several trade agreements 

and is also a member to most major international and regional property conventions.     Her Investment 

Law is modeled on English one and her Constitution guarantees the protection of life and property. 

Although “Kenya has a comprehensive legal framework to ensure intellectual property rights 

protection…” and the violation of the above are actionable in criminal law, insecurity in the forms of 

international terrorism, unsafe borders and common crime are the major concerns.       Within the legal 

framework are the Industrial Property Act of 2001; the Trade Marks Act, the Copyright Act of 2001, the 

Seeds and Plant Varieties Act, and the Universal Copyright Convention. The sale of pirated audio and 

videocassettes is rampant. This is because the enforcement and the understanding of the importance of IP 

are lacking. The amendment of  KIPA carried out by the Kenyan Parliament in  2002 made the Act 

compliant with Kenya’s obligations under the WTO related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

(TRIPS) agreement passed into law in November 2001.  The Act   created Kenya Copyright Board (KCB), 

mandated with authority to inspect, seize and detain suspect articles and prosecute offenses. Violations of 

the copyrights are subject to fines and a maximum of ten years in jail. Kenyan artists, whose interests 

include copyright and related rights, patent, enforcement, development and collective management of 

intellectual property rights formed organizations to raise awareness of IPRs and to lobby the government 

for better enforcement. One such organization is the Music Copyright Society of Kenya (MCSK). The IP 

in Kenya covers the Industrial Property; Plant Breeders Rights (PBR) and Copyright and Neighbouring 

Rights.  Copyright, a legal right granted to authors, composers, playwright, publishers, or distributors the 

exclusive publication, production, sale, or distribution of a literary, musical, dramatic, or artistic works is 

therefore, a form of IP giving the creators of original works or authorship exclusive rights to control their 

distribution for a certain period, after which the works are said to enter the public domain.    The first 

Kenyan Copyright Act, Chapter 130 of the Laws of Kenya, was enacted in 1966.   Section 3 of the 

Copyright Act 2001 established the Kenya Copyright Board which took over duties of the Copyright 

Office due to the need for a centralized public body to coordinate the overall administration and 

enforcement of Copyright and related rights in Kenya.  A competent Authority established under Section 

48 of the Act takes care of the right to Appeal against the Board decisions. Owners of infringed copyright 

turn to lawsuits for the recovery of lost values.  Though criminal prosecutions for copyright infringement 

are rare in Kenya; piracy of music and motion picture recording in which criminal mass-produce such 

recordings without permission and without paying royalties has become increasingly common.  
 

 

 July, 2009:  3rd Ethnomusicology Symposium in Tanzania Title: “Ethnomusicology and the 

21st African  Music Scholar.”An Individual Presentation-Scholar.   

                             

Abstract 
African Music scholar refers to an African who carries out methodological, rationally organized inquiry 

in creations and inventions of African music traditions.  It is metaphorical that scholars studying music 

traditions of their communities were accepted as ethnomusicologists. This is because at its inception, 

ethnomusicology was viewed to be the study of non-Western and folk musics by western scholars.  Other 

definitions later fronted, still viewed African and Asian scholars identifying with their music traditions 

not as ethnomusicologists. Field work enabled scholars to do research. Though a lot has been said and 

written on the “field”; it is not that of idealized tribal life where the concept of a standardized visit to a 

primitive village, spending a year or two, living with the community whose music is studied; and within 

that period record samples of all types of music and make observations on all types of musical behaviour 

and complete the musical research that could be done on that community at the time is no more! The 
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discipline’s position, since its inception is highlighted in the change of attitudes, orientation and more so, 

the name; thus, leading to the recognition of scholars studying music traditions of their cultures.    Events 

leading to the scramble for Africa and its colonization lasted for less than half a century, but the colonial 

experience, representing the brief moment is still charged and controversial since it signifies new 

historical form and types of discourses on traditions and cultures of Africa. To achieve their intensions, 

the colonists came up with structures and a system with a number of paradigmatic oppositions. The 

evolution promised implied a jump from one extremity (underdevelopment) to the other (development). 

Though misleading, the results were two extremes of diffused social and economic levels leading to the 

disintegration of African Societies and the growing urban working class. Through schools, churches, 

Press, and audio-visual media the colonizing enterprise broke the culturally unified and religiously 

integrated schema of most African traditions.  The realization and concern of marginalization led to 

nationalism, end of colonial period and neo-colonialism cries in Africa.  The African Music scholar 

embraces questions of what is and what is not African scholarship, thus orienting the debate in another 

direction, that of a body of knowledge on Africa, the Africanism. Here, scholars deal with discourses on 

music traditions of societies, cultures and people as means of understanding modalities, significance, and 

strategies of composers and consumers of musics. African music problems do not differ from those of 

other continents, where superiority of Western Art music continues to form the basis of a systematic 

destruction of all forms of musical language. Though colonialism is a thing of the past, its most brutal 

forms of genocide and slavery, the concepts of cultural and racial superiority by which it justified itself 

are yet to be revised.   The appearances and above all the methods have changed, but the fundamental 

attitude not in the least. The importation of a foreign culture into small population groups, in exchange for 

special privileges and semi-assimilation to the West, permits the formation of false elite. Until now, 

Western and African music scholars as well as interpreters and analysts use categories and conceptual 

systems which depend on Western epistemology.  Even in the most explicitly “Afrocentric” descriptions, 

models of analysis explicitly or implicitly, knowingly or unknowingly refer to those of the West. One 

wonders whether African traditional systems of thought are unthinkable and cannot be made explicit 

within the framework of their own rationality. To define the place music of Africa occupies in the 

international musical life, we must first rid ourselves of conceptions which distort the approach those 

foreigners, and like Africans themselves have towards the history, the nature and the value of African 

music.  Through the false elite, Africa’s development partners contribute potently and unconsciously, to 

the destruction of the musical art of Africa with good faith since the Africans themselves, or those who 

speak in their name, ask for the benefits of the musical art of the West and the methods of musical 

education.  What does this mean to African Music Studies? Who should speak about it? Who has the right 

credentials to produce it, describe it, comment upon it, or at least present opinions about it? These are 

issues African music scholars deal with! The subject of study is music. Different but related approaches to 

the subject include studies in history, ethnography, folklore, literature, dance, religion, theater, 

archeology, etymology, iconography, and other fields concerned with cultural expressions. Though these 

disciplines do not provide complete understanding of the subject, yet it is in their discourses that African 

worlds have been established as realities of knowledge.  Majority of Africans now read, rewrite and 

challenge these discourses as a way of defining their culture, history, and being.   
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 July, 2009: The 40THWORLD CONFERENCE OF ICTM Theme 2: Reproaching the 

Popular”and“the “Traditional” in the Contemporary World. An Individual 

Presentation. Title: Thum: The Luo “Popular” and “Traditional” view of Music.  

Submission in English. 

 

Abstract 
Traditionally, the term “thum” refers to the Kenyan and Tanzanian Luo eight stringed lyre   believed to 

have been handed over to them by their mythical ancestor Ramogi.     Thum players had a duty, to 

perform to the community as they represent the spirits of the ancestors.  Unlike other musical instruments 

the Luo beat to cry, thum spoke to the soul.  Those possessed by juogi, the Luo possession spirits went to 

the jogo juogi, most of whom were thum players.      The involvement of thum in socio-cultural life of 

the Luo   included not only the cleansing of those involved in homicides but also taboos and feuds that 

threatened the smooth running of the community.  The size and performance of Thum, which was as big 

as the Abagusii obokano, involved so many participants. Performance of thum was more or less like that 

of a traditional Luo beer party song.    Thum ensemble was rendered in a popular form of accompanied 

solo and a chorus which became cumbersome with the introduction of foreign instruments, especially the 

guitar into the Luo territory. The introduction of guitar into the Luo territory resulted in two types of 

genres, the traditional thum and the   guitar.     Traditionally, the Luo territory had the same venues 

contexts and audience in which the musics were performed.   This resulted into competition and name 

calling between the two and their followers.    The guitar ensembles were made up of solo artists, and one 

or two accompanists.   They taught new dances to their followers. The traditionalists were losing as their 

style of delivery still reflected that of the traditional Luo beer party song performance in which only the 

female members of the audience participated in  the dances making the remaining members  of thum 

goers listeners. Contrary to the traditionalists, the guitar performances were full of audience, most of who 

had gone to participate in the newly introduced dances   such as the rumba, March and chorus.  The 

situations were that of win or lose. It took the determination and innovativeness of an individual,   named 

of Pitalis Ogola Opot   to bail out the traditionalists.   He designed a smaller thum, tuned an octave higher 

than the initial one.     Ogola made sure that the thum he designed was played only by one person.   

Ogola’s thum performance became a hit.  With the introduction of gramophone and improvement of 

technology the ground for competition for the two genres got leveled. For the guitarists to be part of the 

music fraternity of the Luo, they also adopted the term thum.  Gradually, the term stuck though the Luo 

had to prefix the term thum to the original names of the two genres, hence thum nyaluo and thum gita.  

The next foreign instrument to be incorporated in the Luo territory was the accordion, onanda whose 

introduction were preceded by  bodi and ondoro music genres.  Ondoro music was an improvement of 

the bodi, unfortunately, the two genres failed to acquire the term thum.  The genre hit the territory with 

song dances similar to those of guitar. The genre found when the preceding circumstances involving 

guitar and thum had psychologically prepared the Luo.    The proponents of onanda also referred to their 

genre thum, thus becoming thum onanda. Another musical genre emerging after onanda was orutu, the 

Luo fiddle.  The orutu proponents followed the dance styles of both guitar and onanda genres.  Like the 

previously emerging music genres, they too referred to their music and instrument as thum. The above 

music genres though different, had the same subjects to compose on, same musical contexts to perform to, 

the same recording and relaying facilities, and the same consumers. For live performances, the artists 

were   invited as jothumbe to the homes of admirers, where they performed for two or three days. When 

invited, they were fed, transported and paid for their services. The invitations were specific and 

arrangements for any eventualities were negotiated and agreed upon before any commitment made.    The 

development of recording facilities and the introduction gramophone and their records resulted in less live 

performances and the assignment of the term thum to other forms of musics. The improvements of 

technology, resulting into record players, tape and cassettes played on cassette players and by the help of 

amplifiers or mixtures resulting into discos acquiring the term thum.  Ohangla, a genre developed from 

the Luo kalapapla, has also acquired the term thum. Thum, having been used for a wide range of 

musical instruments and their musics, was initially used when the instruments involved Jathum; thum; 
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jomiel; and jobudh thum.  Thum to a Luo was dance music. Specific thum had its specific dances. 

Thum nyaluo has a dance known as otenga. Thum therefore is the Luo equivalent to the term popular or 

dance music. For the term thum cannot be used to refer to the Luo music in general. This is because there 

are a number of music genres among the Luo which are never referred to as thum.   Examples to such  

are oigo ; wend ndaria; dodo; kalapapla; tero buru;  miend go rut; miend go juogi; and wend kong’o.   

The none thum music genres may be accompanied on musical instruments and songs with dances; but 

still their output would not qualify them to be referred to as thum. Such work falls under wer as the 

artists are also referred to as Jower. 
 

 

 May 2009: “Tero Buru: The Luo Musical Extravaganza and a Rite in a Rite” A paper 

presented at the 5th National Symposium on Kenyan Music on   the theme Kenyan 

Music the Living Treasure organized by the Permanent Presidential Music Commission 

at Moi Girls’ School Eldoret. 

Abstract 

 
Tero buru was one of the Luo rites of passage performed at the funerals of adult members of the 

community.  As a funeral rite, it was performed as the last rite before the body of the deceased is washed 

and taken to the grave for burial.  It was similar to the requiem, the contemporary Church Service 

performed by Priests at funerals of the deceased Christian believers in the Luo territory. In tero buru the 

eldest son of the deceased played a leading role.  As earlier observed, there were two types of tero buru; 

the first type being performed on the burial day and the second type performed later, after the burial.  

Irrespective of the type preferred, there had to be a mini tero buru to enable the buried to take place.  Tero 

buru was a rite in a rite.  The main rite, the funeral ceremonies itself could not take place unless there was 

death in the community. If the dead was an adult member of the community, then, tero buru rite had also 

to be performed as per the custom.   Since death begot funeral ceremonies, death of adult members of the 

Luo community also begot tero buru. In short, tero buru was a rite in a rite.  Tero buru was a rite in which 

music played a very significant role. It was nothing but song and dance. The participants of tero buru 

literally sang, recited, played sound producing resources and danced. The sounds produced to which they 

pegged their movements were as varied as the groups involved in the tero buru activities. Because of the 

diversity experienced, performances at tero buru qualified not to be considered as a music performance 

but rather, an extravaganza, a musical extravaganza. This was because no one group could claim 

the monopoly or a leading role. All the participants claimed to play equal roles. They were all 

equal partners in the extravaganza. All were joined in the quest of fighting death; an enemy that 

had caused havoc in the community. 

 

 

 

 May, 2008: “Musics of Emancipation and Liberation Movements in Africa and her 

Diaspora”. A paper presented at a public lecture in the Music Department, Texas 

Technical University (TTU), Lubbock, Texas USA on   May 15, 2008.  

 

Abstract 

 
The highlighting of the socio-historical events in the contexts of their happenings in colonies since the 

scramble for Africa by European imperialists.  The struggle by Africans to free themselves from the 

colonial yoke and the role music played in the struggle formed part of the study.  Some realities of 

African music have become common knowledge: music is part of African’s life from birth to death; 

African art is essentially social; solidarity is typical of African social life reflected in its artistic 

expressions as singing together . The audiences never hesitate to join whenever moved by musical 
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performances.  The humanistic objectives apply equally to the context-oriented music categories.   

Sharing of feeling in a group action mediates personality syndrome and exorcises personal as much as 

corporate stress. African music is social, and this   enabled its use in struggles against human injustices. 

African musicians have roles in societies, which include inciting, praising, encouraging and ridiculing 

whenever need be. As watchdogs of the societies, they express and contribute to the enrichment of the 

creative diversity of   popular and practiced art. African cultures us music to humanize their people and 

societal systems.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo and Jean Ngoya Kidula (left) and Jathum to the right 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 April, 2008: “Healing Dances: A Case Study of the Luo Juogi and the Dawida 

Mwazindika   Dances.”  A  paper presented at the Permanent Presidential Music 

Commission. The 4th National   Symposium on African Music on 13th – 19th April, 2008 

at Machakos Technical Training  Institute 

 

 
 

Prof Dr Charles Nyakiti Orawo with Prof Dr Christopher Smith, the chairman 

Texas Technical University,  Music Department during the presentation of the above paper 
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Abstract 

 
During miend juogi and mwazindika dance ceremonies, the dancers dramatize the activities that go along 

with the healing process. To perform the act of cleansing the possessed, the cleanser (diviner for the Luo 

juogi) moves to the possessed person, and pours water on the head. During such ritualistic activities, the 

dance performance becomes even more provoking and involving. The climax of the dance for juogi is 

known as yiengo juogi, shaking juogi (for miend juogi) and benzi for mwazindika. This is one of awe, 

wonder and admiration at the techniques of the drummers, especially the ones who play master drums 

(min bul for juogi and the simba mbaa for mwazindika. The simba mbaa master drum player steals the 

show especially when hu zira ngoma which is also known as kushevera ngoma. The idea behind pouring 

water on the heads of those possessed is to assist them get rid of the evil spirits.  The significance of the 

spirits was first and foremost medical as it was believed that these spirits caused diseases, the cure for 

which lay in dealing with the spirits in the methods described. It could be said that it was the diseases 

which were spiritualized, in the same way the illnesses were seen in terms of the anger of the ancestral 

spirits, or the curse of the living parents. If it was stomach ache, headache, miscarriage and other diseases 

that are spiritualized, the techniques of treatment deal not only with the physical aspects; the patient was 

given herbs to drink or rub on the affected part, but at the same time received full time psychological 

treatment as well.  It is important to note that most of the complaints dealt with in spirit possession in the 

two communities are cases in which anxiety plays a large part. The diseases attributed to ancestral spirits 

are that guilt is a dominant factor. This is because the ancestors are angry because they have been 

neglected, because somebody among the living has not done his/her duty. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 March 2008:  National Intangible Cultural Heritage Experts National meeting 

Organized by the  Department of Culture in collaboration with the UNESCO Nairobi 

Office at Kenya Institute of Education, Nairobi  on 5th  -6th March 2008.      
 

 

 
 

Kishavi Dancers from the Dawida-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Ja juogi adorned in beads 

(Photo by Charles Nyakiti Orawo) 
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A medicine man in action 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Elchamus Female dancers- Baringo Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Elchamus Female dancers- Baringo Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 
A Drummer from Teso-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 

 

 October, 2007: “Musical Diversity: A Kenyan Case.”  Many Musics- The UNESCO 

Convention: Protector and Promoter? IMC 2nd World Forum  on Music and 32nd  

General Assembly of the International Music Council, Beijing China.10 -17 October 

2007.    

 

Abstract 

 
Music traditions of Kenya are as diverse as the music traditions of the rest of Africa whose cultures not 

only have historical roots in the continent but also those with stylistic families from outside Africa.  

Traditions with historical roots in the continent result from complex groupings of peoples into societies 

while those belonging to stylistic families from outside the continent are the Arabized, Oriental, 

Europeans and Africans of Western orientation. Though the latter traditions appear to have developed 

some characteristics of their own in the continent, they do not belong to the family of indigenous African 

people.   Over 42 societies of distinct linguistic groups in Kenya, a former colonial country, were forcibly 

brought together under a colonial rule, without consideration of their traditional boundaries. This led to ‘a 

difficulty of change’ in which societies in transition always show tension, more markedly, if the pace of 

change is fast. Nevertheless, if it moves at its own rate, a balance is retained and vitality increased.   It 

becomes worse if such attempt is sudden and radical in major institutions (Guy, 1964).  While it may 

seem easy to change a custom here and there, such a change of details very often upsets an institution 

without reforming it. This is because beliefs, ideas and practices weld into bigger systems (Malinowski, 

1945). What seemed to the colonizers as mere customs had far-reaching greater significance to those who 

lived them. Cultures have certain unity, which enables communities to pursue their varied ends, ways of 

life, thus meet the contingencies they expect. It is seldom static, but is able to absorb minor modifications 
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and borrowings of its choice, which given time, become part of the whole complex and may amount to 

great change.   In societies, beliefs are modes of being; they are customs bound up with personality.   In 

Kenya, societies found by the first white men died and the societal education and initiation, the then 

means of cultural continuity yielded to the missionaries. Abolition of wars and prohibition of dancing 

took away many of the emotional outlets. African authority waned in the erosion of cultural life. The 

African was under siege, undercut by the government, by the missionaries, by education, and by the 

exchange economy. There was nothing left to hold on to, except the ultimate reliance on his societies for 

social security. The slow degeneration of village life later sent the young men drifting to the towns. The 

giving of Western education to Africans in Western language unrolled a great-unknown world of thought 

and power and revealed to them all its secrets. Few Europeans foresaw and accepted the consequences of 

this act. The European had admitted the African to his own ideals, which the Africans used to force the 

Europeans to hand over power to Africans. The introduction of Western education and the subsequent 

arrival of the age of industrial civilization led to the global village in which most children had lost 

opportunity to relate with nature, the very root of human instincts. As the Mayor of Gangneung City-

Korea (2005) observed,   the global village is a new transitional point of the human civilization. The 

world is changing rapidly without giving us opportunity to emphasize the century of culture. Just as we 

humans have our beloved hometowns, all cultures have their own roots, in folk customs. Just as 

hometowns need to be respected, it is evident that folk customs that breed cultural diversity need to be 

respected. What is regional is global. The dynamic singing and dances performed by the ancestors of the 

over 42 indigenous Kenyan societies  during rituals and ceremonial festivities considered together with 

the newly introduced cultural heritage would hold and promote musical diversity in the republic of 

Kenya. The fact that the colonists condemned traditional Kenyan cultures is not an excuse for 

independent governments to give our cultures a cold shoulder. Just as migratory birds return, so must the 

cultures and folk customs the colonists condemned return. The governments should facilitate the learning 

of both local and regional musics as a way of encouraging diversity.    

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Chuka Dancers from Igembe – Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Luo Orutu Dancers- Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Akamba Women Dancers-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Dawida Women Dancers 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Kamba Women Dancer-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Busia Women Group Dancers- Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Birth of Twins by Busia Women Dancers-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
 

 

 

 
Owaro Dance by Busia Women Dancers-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Busia Women Dancers-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Dawida school Dancers-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 

 July, 2007: “The Role of Music in the Liberation Struggle of Africa”.  Sixth Festival of 

Pan- African  Music.  Brazzaville, 7- 14 July 2007Theme: “Musics of Emancipation and 

Liberation Movements in Africa  and  her Diaspora”     

                      

Abstract 

 
The interrelationship between the epistemological and ideological connections is crucial in understanding 

the role of music in the liberation struggle of Africa.  Music being a product of people has values. Its roles 

include encouraging, praising, inciting and ridiculing acts, which contribute to the enrichment of the 

creative diversity of the art. It also sharpens and mobilizes social consciousness in pursuit of qualitative 

change, preservation or subversion of existing order.  A musician in an African Oral Tradition is among 

other attributes an entertainer, a historian and a word-master with theoretical tools to neutralize alienation.  

Individuality of a person crushed in a crowd, results in a crowd self, which undermines the reasonable self 

and predisposes people to accept suggestions in line with their dominant emotion.  The scramble for 

Africa and different approaches resulted in new societies and increasing hostility between Europeans and 

Africans at the last phase of colonialism. Rediscovery of Africa by Africans was in contrast to the 

discovery of Africa by Europeans. Trade unionists later formed political parties that championed the anti-

imperialist struggle. Besides physical pleasure, dance has psychological effects such as feeling, trance, 

and development of a crowd self which displaces the individualized self. Development collaborators 

position in Africa is questionable.  Music is part of African’s life from birth to death, and the audiences 

never hesitate to join whenever moved by performances. Norms of participation enable the achievement 

of personal and mass objectives of traditional musical experience and appreciation. African cultures use 

music to humanize people and societal systems. The discussion concerns how music relates people to one 

another and its aesthetic and political forces. 
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 May, 2007: “Innovation: A Measure for the Control of Cultural Changes the Survival 

for  the Luo Thum Traditions.” in Topic-Cultural changes and Maintenance of 

Traditional Values. The 4th IOV (Volos – UNESCO - World Meeting and  General 

Assembly of IOV from 9th to 14th May2007  in-Athens)  Greece Cultural Dialogue in 

Context of Globalization Conference 

 

                     .       

Abstract 

 
Thum as known today is amorphous in that it has broadened its corpus to include not only the Luo lyre, 

but also the fiddle, accordion and guitar musics unlike what was before the coming of Europeans. The art 

of thum tradition consists of solo vocal and instrumental accompaniments.  The traditional concept of 

thum includes wer, puch, oduong’o and gara.   The introduction of the acquired instruments became a 

threat to the well being of thum.  To counteract the threat, thum the players adopted and adapted the 

trappings of the acquired instruments, reduced its size, painted the resonator, and tuned it an octave higher 

than before. Further changes included the introduction of the toe-ring, ankle-bells, transfer of the sound 

hole from the membrane to the back of the resonator, change of costumes and the increased size of dance 

teams. The changes resulted from the developments in the acquired music genres’ solo-composed 

performances. These were elements of Western civilizations introduced through the churches and schools. 

The European way of life, offered a challenge to those members of society who refused to identify 

themselves with their traditional cultures.  The Catholics were moderate than their counterpart, the 

Protestants and most of the young people attending protestant schools had no respect for their traditional 

cultures. In areas where European influence was minimal, young people played and attended parties of 

thum performance.  Through their efforts, thum recaptured its glory. Occasions requiring music remained 

the same for both parties.  A patron invited Jathum, and famous musicians performed in siwandha.  

Unique to siwandha are pakruok and the difri.  The structure and meanings of the genres in the context of 

Luo society and culture reveal the great influence of the Luo lyre on modern genres.  However, the lyre 

has changed because of the innovation of individuals. Although the similarities of styles may be due to 

the influence of a common cultural tradition and music conventions,  the peculiarities are partly 

determined by different instruments, the decisive factor in the distinctive style of the genres are the 

composers own personality and individual creativity. 
 

 

 
Merriam Makeba (Mama Africa) from FESPAM  

A PAN –AFRICAN INSTITUTION’S ITENERARY 
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                                       Kwa-Zulu Natal  Female Dancers-  
                                          St John’s Canada Photo by CNO 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                        

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                          Kwa-Zulu Natal  Male Dancers- St John’s  

                                                                                              Canada Photo by CNO 

 

 
 

 
Busia Obukhana Performer-Kenya 

 

  
Charles Nyakiti Orawo presenting a paper at the 4th IOV- 

UNESCO WORLD MEETING - VOLOS-GREECE 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING - VOLOS-GREECE 
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  Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING VOLOS-GREECE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING VOLOS-GREECE 

 

  
Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING VOLOS-GREECE 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING VOLOS-GREECE 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING VOLOS-GREECE 

 
 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING VOLOS-GREECE 
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 April,  2007:  “Sengenya Music Genre of the Midzi Chenda of Kenya.”  Theme: Kenyan  

Traditional  Music and Dance  a Living Treasure. Permanent Presidential Music 

Commission. The  3rd  National Symposium on African Music on9th   - 14th April, 2007 

at Kagumo Teachers College, Nyeri. 

 

Abstract 

 
Sengenya song dance is performed both during the day and night. The audience actively participates when 

called upon to dance. Originally, sengenya genre had four movements. Of late, there are two movements 

resulting from two different rhythms from the six drums. This has given birth to two new dance 

movements of genres, namely goma and zandale dance genres, which originally were not part of the 

movements of sengenya genre. The word goma used to refer to one of the newly created movements is a 

Duruma word for either drums or dance. The dance movement is referred to as duume, bull. This is 

because of the style of dancing which is vigorous. When goma was created, it was supposed to be 

performed during nyeresa mwezi (the Giriama), lusinga (the Chonyi), hangaifu (the Duruma) and 

matanga ya pili (the Waswahili). Goma dance is meant to give food and music to the dead on their way to 

join the earlier departed ancestors before they are completely forgotten. Goma dance can also be 

performed with no specific funeral at hand, but rather, as a heritage to honor the ancestors. Zandale 

dance, another new creation are performed by the Duruma, Giriama and the Digo. Chivoti is played as a 

prelude before dance is started. The instrument chivoti is purposefully played very early in the morning 

by vijana (the youth) to inform members of the community that it had dawned mabarubaru or mahoho 

alume. This also implied that the boys were ready to take cattle to the grazing fields as they have finished 

milking cows. The boys were proud to carry out their assignments irrespective of the physical and mental 

status of the male adults, that is, they were tired and sleepy! After the prelude by chivoti (intended to alert 

the people), nzumari (a powerful designed to send messages) takes over to invite people, especially, 

members of the dance troupe, to come and greet the audience.  Immediately there after, the whole 

ensemble comes in to signify the gentle start of the dance which picks up pace as the performance 

progresses and finally becomes more intense and moving.  Although sengenya dance genre is performed 

during wedding and funeral occasions, some of its movements such as mserego are only performed at 

wedding ceremonies. 

 

 

 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the 

4th IOV- UNESCO WORLD MEETING VOLOS-GREECE 
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Sengenya Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

                            (Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 December, 2005:  The Intergovernmental Cultural Experts Meeting of the 5th 

Conference of  African Ministers of Culture, theme: “Culture   Integration and African  

Renaissance”, at  Kenyatta International Conference Centre Nairobi from8th -  9th 

December, 2005.       

 

 
 

 

 
Sengenya Drummers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Kayamba Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 
Gonda Drummers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Sengenya Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi ChendaKenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Gonda Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Kiringong’o Player from the Midzi Chenda-Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Kayamba Dancers from the Midzi Chenda-

Kenya(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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 September, 2005:  “Music and Dance: A Prerequisite in the Development of Crowd Self 

In Struggles against Human Oppressions.”A  Paper  presented at 2005 IOV World 

Congress  28th September to 3rd October, 2005 (a)   Andong Korea &Asia.     

 

Abstract 

 
Whenever people talk about political and other forms of oppression resulting into liberation, hardly do 

they ever think of music and dance as playing roles in furthering their course. Music and dance being 

creations of individuals are performed by groups or individuals in such societies. When individuality of a 

person is crushed the person’s self sense is deflated, resulting into a crowd self with states of excitement, 

which undermine the reasonable self. To be heard, one yells and to be seen, one shakes clenched fists or 

flings the arms about.  What follows is that whenever a powerful impulse strikes three things happen. 

First, by extension; second by intensification; and third by predisposition. The crowd self takes time to 

develop. In all cases the consciousness of the individual contracts until it covers only the present moment 

and the volume of suggestion needed to overmaster him becomes less and less. This results in him ending 

up in a state akin to trance. Of all the creative and performing arts, it is only in music and dance that the 

peculiar quality to produce such s state in the consumers’ emotion is found. The concern is with the 

elemental forms emphasizing moments in which music help people relate to one another. On the same 

note, the two are presented as elements of the aesthetic and political forces that circulate as social energy, 

shifting and transforming as each era way to another. Although there is no general agreement as to exactly 

what music communicates or how it communicates it, some individuals and governments believe that 

music possesses great powers of communication. Besides giving physical pleasure, dancing has been 

observed to have psychological effects. Feelings and ideas have been expressed and communicated; 

sharing rhythms and movements make a group feel unified. In some societies, dancing leads to altered 

states of consciousness. These states are interpreted as signaling possession by spirits and are sought as 

means to emotional release. A state of trance has enabled people to perform remarkable feats of 

endurance. One such example is the Sharpeville Massacre in 1960, where South African police opened 

fire on a crowd of black protesters who were giving free expression of their feelings as they sang and 

danced.  The world is full of such examples where music and dance have been used in the development of 

the crowd self. One observing groups in action realizes whenever there is protest, how such groups are 

fully shrouded in music and dance. 

 

 

 
 

 

Traditional Dancers from Kenya (Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Traditional Dancers (Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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 March, 2005: “Culture and Arts in Development: A  Kenya Case.” A  paper presented 

on the Culture and Development in Seminar and Entrepreneurship Development 

Workshop held on13th to 18th March2005 at Nairobi Safari Club, Lillian Towers 

(Kenya)         

Abstract 

 
I was moved and encouraged to read in the East African of 19January 2004 that “40yrs late, Kenya Now 

Has a Cultural Policy”. This was like a dream for it was not long ago when I read a paper at a Provincial 

Music Festival titled “Mythical Future of Music in the Kenya School Curricula”. The paper was one of 

the many reactions that the removal of the Art Subjects from Kenya School Curricula triggered. Whether 

non-examinable or optional, the resultant consequences are: the silent scrapping of art subjects from the 

school timetables by the heads; failure to recruit or employ art subject teachers by the government; 

talented candidates are discouraged from enrolling for art subjects by their parents, guardians, and or 

teachers of the popularized science subjects. This “meant a tragedy as far as our cultural awareness is 

concerned. By striking out these subjects, the government ensured that our children have no formal forum 

to learn about their culture. The current Government needs to revise its education policy and re-

introduce these subjects as a matter of urgency” (Anami 2004:9). During colonial era, school curricula 

were tailor made to deny natives opportunity to develop their talents. The subjects that imparted skills and 

assisted the development of brain capacity were never emphasized. In ancient Greece, for example, 

mathematics, music, and astronomy were among the four subjects offered in University curricula. 

Pythagoras was a musician and so were most of the leading scientists. Even today, most great scientists 

have strong art background. It is not justifiable to emphasize science and relegate arts to the backyard. In 

the region, the economic contribution of the arts is no exaggeration, with the Congos and Kenya being 

good examples. These governments initiated moves to preserve and develop arts by encouraging the 

training of talented artists. One then wonders how a few years later art subjects are being removed from 

the Kenya schools Curricula! Some one seems not to have been advised correctly! Rarely do some 

government officials advise their departments on matters related to the nature of their jobs. Such officials 

hardly understand why they are employed in the first place. Although for the 40yrs Kenya has had no 

Cultural Policy, it does not mean she operated in a vacuum. There must have been departments dealing 

with cultural issues. It is hoped that with the Cultural Policy in place, related Departments will take it 

upon themselves to consult and involve cultural experts in the Department of Culture before coming up 

with decisions that have far reaching consequences on the lives of the citizens. 
  

 

 

 
Traditional Dancers from Busia Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Traditional Dancers 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Charles. Nyakiti  Orawo listening to an issue 

being raised on the paper he has just presented 

(Photo by hawker Photographer 

 

 
From left to right Mr Onyisa (the sculptor), Prof Lumpwisi 

Mbuyamba and Charles Nyakiti Orawo at the Nairobi 
Safari Club. (Photo by hawker photographer ) 

 

 
Charles Nyakiti Orawo  and fellow participants at tea 

break 

(Photo by hawker photographer) 

 

                         

  November, 2004:  “Music Therapy in Kenya” Music and Dance Seminar held at AVU, 

Kenyatta University on  16th  November,2004.   

 
                                                         

 August, 2003:  “Challenges of Adoption and Adaptation of Western Musical Edition of 

Panafrican Music Festival  held at Brazzaville (The Republic of Congo) and  Kinshasa 

(The Democratic Republic of Congo) from  2nd  to 9th  August, 2003    

 

Abstract 

 
The two main concepts of the study of music in Africa are the traditional and contemporary ones. 

Constant production and consumption of African music worldwide forces us to observe in perspective, 

the successive diffusion of the species; the aesthetic and the technical characteristics; their social and 

cultural functions in relation to the groups of creators, executants and listeners; and their links with 

specialists, professionals and educated public.  European explorers, and other visitors to Africa presented 

the continent with the first seeds of acculturation that later led to the creation and the development of the 

contemporary music genres. The adoption and adaptation of the incoming musical instruments resulted 

into new genres in the community. The challenges that followed had far reaching consequences, 

concerning the development of music genres of the continent. The African embraced themselves with the 

change first by caricaturing musical scenes; at times playing copyright, and later adopting and adapting 

the incoming instruments to speak the cultures’ language. The history presents artists as adventurers 

struggling to come to terms with the incoming musical styles. This resulted in creation of a number of 

successive genres which supported and subsidized the latest art movements and other dominant cultural 

trends of the time.                           
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 July 2003: “A Perspective of Performance Styles of Selected Luo Contemporary 

Genres.  PASMAE Conference, Kisumu.  Kenya. 5 – 11 July,  2003    

 

 

 

 
                                                         Ayany Jowi the Orutu player and his two friends at   
                                                                             Ndhwiwa    Photo by CNO  

 

 

  March, 2003: “The Role of Music in the Development of the Region” Awards 

Ceremony  Keynote address during the  Western Kenya Regional Theatre at Kisumu 

Municipal; Social Centre on 29th  March,  2003.  

 

Abstract 

 
Music would greatly contribute to the full development of Africa, East Africa, Kenya or Western Region 

(whichever the case), if all those concerned recognize its capabilities and worked towards channeling 

music to where it is required. This would mean that those concerned with education will include music in 

the curricula; those concerned with therapy used it wisely; those concerned with tourism make sure the 

right music items and troupes are prepared and presented to the tourists; talented musicians are 

encouraged to pursue their music professions; other creative and performing artists are assisted to make 

use of what they need and finally music is taken back to its original position during the ancient Egyptian 

and later Greek Civilizations. 

 

 

 November, 2002: “Music Creativity among the Traditional Luo.” A paper presented at 

a Symposium on the theme Africa as the Cradle for Holistic and Integrated Approach 

to Music on 20th - 23rd at Kenyatta University, Music Institute.    

 Abstract 

 
Despite the changing socio-cultural environment, the composers rarely digressed from the expectations of 

their consumers. At the centre of the changing socio-cultural environment are the youth who like those 

before them, were keen in studying and incorporating the required changes that enabled their 

communities to survive the threatening musical environments. Their quick and timely reactions have 

helped members of their society come to terms with situations such as the colonial government, foreign 

religions, modern education, money economy, nationalism, independence, neo-colonialism, corruption, 

electronic media, NGOs, El-Nino, HIV/AIDS to name but a few. 
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The Luo Abu (Photo by CNO) 

     

 

 

 August, 2002:  “Mythical Future of Music in the Kenya School Curricula.”  A Paper 

Presented by the Guest of Honor  at  the 2002Annual Nyanza Provincial Music Festival.     

 

Abstract 

 
There are a lot of music and dance  talents among the youth which if identified and nurtured  would go a 

long way in ensuring not only the students’ but also the country’s academic and economic future. It is 

therefore important that something be done to assist such talented young individuals find their place 

among the already existing talented members of Kenyan Society! From the look of things, it is 

unfortunate that music is not being considered an avenue through which one could succeed. At the 

moment, the future for music seems blank as Kenyan learners will have no chance of learning music. 

Music from today will be no more that extra-curricula not even a co-curriculum. But is this what Kenyans 

want? Whatever answers one comes up with, the move to remove music from the curricula of this 

wonderful country of ours could simply be termed as Cultural Genocide. 

   

 March,  2002:  “Cultural Growth through Music.”A paper presented at a Symposium 

of  PASMAE, Maseno University , 7th March  2002.      

 
 

 

 
A group of Drummers in Congo Brazzaville 

FESPAM 2007(Photo by CNO) 

 

 
Les Bantous de la Capitale 

FESPAM 2007(Photo by CNO) 
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 December,  2001:  “Nyanza the Nashville of Kenya.” A paper presented at Kisumu  

Centennial  Celebrations 17 December, 2001.   

 

 

Abstract 

 
When we relate Nashville: Tennessee’s capital (built on both banks of Cumberland River in the hill 

country of America affording fine views; agricultural and manufacturing centre including recording 

studios) to Kisumu: Nyanza’s capital [built on the Winam Gulf in a lowland surrounded by Hills(Nandi, 

Kipsigis, Nyabondo and Homa) with fine views, agricultural, educational and manufacturing centre, it is 

in order to refer to Kisumu: Nyanza’s capital as a replica of Nashville: Tennessee’s capital. As most of 

the socio-cultural activities take place in Nyanza, especially, within and around its Capital City qualify it 

to be the Nashville of the Country. 

 
 

 

 April, 2001: "Music Education in Africa- Problems and Issues". Research, Teaching 

and the Promotion of Music in Africa."The first  Pan-African Society for Music 

Education Conference (PASMEC 2001). Lusaka, Zambia    I 21 - 25August,  2001. 

 

Abstract 
Stress on research, the modern desire for more accurate information on African cultures, is not a mere 

sentiment but is a philanthropic impulse to lift up millions of the inhabitants of the continent to their 

proper position among the intellectuals and moral forces of the world. For it is through research that the 

true perspectives of the role of African music in development could be revealed. Songs that live in 

peoples ears and are often on their lips are those which they hear sung by those who surrounding them as 

they carry on with their lives. The colonizers sang of their histories which contained the records of the 

Africans’ humiliation.  Unfortunately for some Africans, such songs were great. They joined the 

colonizers in singing songs that were meant to ridicule them, and by doing so, they thought they had 

achieved the colonizers’ the status.   It is true that the trend of aping the colonizers led to the African 

cultural destruction. For the African has neglected to study matters at home because they are trained to 

read books written by foreigners, for a foreign race, but not for them. Therefore, they turned their backs 

upon their brethren of the interior as those from whom they could learn nothing to elevate themselves. 

The African has had  history written for him, and he has acted upon it without considering whether the 

history is for him.         

                                                                                                                                          

 March, 2001: "The role of African Traditional Instruments in Church Music."  

National Symposium on Church Music through the Ages: Church Music. Egerton 

University, 17th - 22nd April, 2001. 

 

Abstract 

 
After discovering Africa late in the 15th Century, activities of European explorers, traders, and 

missionaries led to the scramble, partition and finally colonization of the continent by European powers. 

Of all concerned, the missionary was paradoxically the best symbol of the colonial enterprise. He devoted 

himself sincerely to the ideas of colonialism: the expansion of civilization, the dissemination of 

Christianity, and the advance of progress. He served as an urgent of a political empire, a representative of 

a civilization and an envoy of God with the objective of converting African minds and space.  The spread 

of Christianity brought some uniformity to social and intellectual life of those who went to schools, but 
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the cultural variety and the European rivalries of the missions added divisive elements. The African was 

touched by Christ’s gospel of peace, social equality and justice which was contrary to the European 

churches’ record of religious wars, racism, bigotry, and injustice. This was partly because very few white 

Christians practiced what they preached. These resulted into the formation of African Separatist Churches 

(Blacking:1980) which united blacks in common opposition to white domination. The founders 

introduced the use of African traditional instruments and folk idioms in their services which posed real 

threat to the Mission Churches. To counteract the threat, the Mission Churches also introduced the same 

in their services. The lead was taken by the Catholic and later on followed by the Protestants. This was 

first carried out in Africa by the Roman Catholics in the Democratic Republic of Congo, then Uganda, 

Tanzania and finally in Kenya, just to name a few.  This resulted into a leveled playing ground for both 

Churches in terms of competing for converts. It was also a show of recognition to the fact that “although 

the Church had one faith, the ways and forms used to express that faith differed according to culture and 

time” (Pope Paul VI:1969). African traditional instruments used in Church services brought hybridized 

tastes of socio-cultural context such as passage rites, worship, spirit possession rites, and therapy. Apart 

from using  these instruments to accompany voices, they also function as  foundation to music by creating 

moods which enable preachers and converts to achieve their objectives as Christians; hence, realizing  

their status as sinners joined in love through the grace of God. 

 

 

 December, 1998:  “Training of Musicians in Africa.” The General Commission of   

African World Music Festivals Abidjan–Cote  d’Ivoire from2nd– 6th December 1998. 

 

Abstract            
                     

The socio-historical changes that have befallen African communities have heavily pounded traditional 

systems of training and reduced their chances of having musicians trained as they would  have wished to. 

This does not mean that African societies have ceased to use the methods   they have been using in 

training their musicians, but rather, they have been forced to work against traditions which seem to be 

more powerful and influential than what they were used to. Whatever the new traditions of training would 

offer, African systems of training worked well. For it ensured that there are enough music specialists, who 

perform and provide the required guidance in terms of music and recruitment of new members to such 

specialized traditions. In spite of the wave of change that tried to rock the boat of African music, African 

musicians bravely fought back expelling the enemies and gaining their grounds as professionals. They 

have retained their roles and continue to receive the status that is due to them as music specialists. 

 

 December,  1998: “Music Industry in Kenya.” The General Commission of  Africans 

World Music Festivals at Abidjan – Cote d’Ivoire  from 2nd –6th  December1998.      

Abstract 

 
Music in Kenya is increasingly becoming a more lucrative Industry than ever was. Many a people 

continue to earn their livelihood as the number of those who get involved in the musical activities 

increase by day. Traditional and contemporary musicians performing both the art and popular forms; the 

dance troupe leaders, the westernized religious singing groups, popular bands, private and public media 

(in the form of the daily newspapers and weekly magazines, radio and television services in the form of 

daily music commentators), bars and restaurants, night clubs and film theatres, music festivals and tourist 

based organizations, name it, all work with an aim of using music as a means of realizing their financial 

well being. Many have succeeded in realizing the above mentioned objectives, and this has encouraged 

many more to join in the trade. May be not as much as it has been in some sister states such as the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (the DRC) where those involved in the industry could be said to have 

truly succeeded, and as a result have their musicians seek employment, or in other words extend their 

services to other countries within and outside Africa. Through the media, different business firms are able 
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to advertise their products using the existing music. The musicians also use the same media to advertise 

themselves to their would be consumers.  Such works are later sold to admirers in the form of audio-

visual cassettes from which the musicians are supposed to earn money to sustain their musical career as 

artists and also help their families lead comfortable lives. Music industry being a reality and also a 

phenomenon in which those involved reap should be seriously considered by those in authority. Both the 

Traditional and modern procedures should be used. Traditional institutions should be modernized to suit 

the current trade requirements. Music industry is a boom in Kenya and a look at the music vendors 

moving around urban and market centres bear witness to the claim.     

                                                                                                        

 August, 1998: “Awach of Ringa Kojwach Kamuga: Tete.”A Conference of the 

International Commission on Mythology Legends, Fairy Tales Literature Popular 

Theatre at Manila – Philippines from October 26th – 30th, 1998. 

                                                                                                             

 September, 1998:  “The Significance and Role of myths and Legends Among  the Luo of 

Kenya and Tanzania.” A Conference of the International Commission on Mythology, 

Legends, Fairy Tales, Literature, Popular Poetry and Popular Theatre at  Manila- 

Philippines from October 26th – 30th 1998. 

Abstract 

 
Myth and legends of the Luo have been preserved from time immemorial through words of mouth/ Where 

the verbal discourse alone has been inadequate, singing and dancing have been incorporated. Scholars 

such as Malo (1938), Mboya (1938), Mayor (1938), Ayany (1951), Odaga and others have taken pains to 

write some forms of Luo myths and legends. The importance of the Luo myths and legends cannot be 

over emphasized. A visit to Kit Mikayi in Seme (myth), or Simbi Nyaima in Karachwonyo (myth), a 

discussion of stories of Luanda Magere of Sidho (legend), Gor Mahia (legend), Nyakiti wuon Ogutu 

(legend), Owuor wuon Kere (legend) leaves one with wonder and awe! One needs to know how and why 

the event in question took place?  One may also wish to know where the Luo were before they migrated 

to their present territories. There may also be questions asked concerning the reasons as to why the Luo 

had to leave their original territory in the Southern Sudan? All these and many other related if not 

disturbing questions can and have always been answered through a critical look at the myths and legends 

of the Luo. For example, the origins of death (Odaga 1984) and the power of magic: Gor Mahia (Mayor 

1938) to mention but a few. The survival of the Luo, the creation of heroes and territories they have so far 

occupies are contained in their myths and legends which also explain their demise through death and 

other calamities. 
 

 
A lady soloing for the Turgen 

lyre player at Eldama Ravine 
RiftValley Kenya 

 (Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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 May 1998: “Music Education as a means of attaining insights in Humanity.” The 23rd 

World  Conference of the International Society of Music Education (ISME) on 19 – 25  

July 1998 in Pretoria South Africa.                               

 

      1998: “Evolutionary changes in Kenyan Music and Dance: Causes  and Effects.” A 

Music workshop at the British Council Auditorium, ICEA Building Nairobi on March 

14th 1998.   

Abstract 
Evolutionary changes in any musical culture are a blending process involving accommodation of 

elements from the cultures involved. It is also important to note that not all elements of invading and 

receiving cultures get integrated or displaced. This then means that the changes that  have so far affected  

Kenya’s music and dance have been caused and affected by the socio-historical events as already been 

presented.  On the same note, the realized changes have been influenced more by the re-interpretation and 

the re-invention of the receiving communities but not by the giving societies or groups of people. A good 

example, is the Luo kinanda. It could be said that the Luo kinanda originated from the European ball-

room dances. But, should the Europeans be asked to confirm or deny whether the Luo kinanda dance 

patterns were theirs, they are likely to give no for the answer. This means that analyses of Kenya’s music 

and dance would reveal, in the majority of cases, the influence of traditional music and dances. But the 

music and dance styles themselves have been changed as a result of innovations of individual members of 

the culture groups. 

                                                                          

 1997: “Mwazindika: a therapeutic dance of the Dawida of Kenya.” The International 

Conference on Music and Healing at the Centre for African Music and Dance the 

School of  Performing Arts, University of Ghana,  Legon  Accra on Sept. 3 – 5,1997 

 

Abstract 

 
Mwazindika is a traditional women body regulator of the Dawida which got them out of psychological 

diseases and others such as heart attack, high blood pressure, the reduction of their obesity and the 

chasing away of the evil spirits. There are two kinds of mwazindika dances, namely mwazindika ngoma 

and Mwazindika jini.   The names are derived from the way the drums are played. During mwazindika   

performances, the drummers vary the rhythmic patterns of the drums accordance with leaders demands. 

During mwazindika performances, men play drums and women dance. Costumes used by dancers vary 

according to the demands of the spirits which range from lessos, calabash, skins, blue caps, beads, 

kidemu, red caps, sticks, flywhisks and other incredible things. Just as the demands are addressed to 

dancers there is no notable attire for men performers.     
 

 

 

 

 

                                     

 1996:  

 

 
Mwazindika Master drummer and his colleagues 

in action. (Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 
Kishavi Dancers from Dawida – Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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“Music in Culture.” The festival of the Living Traditions in association with the 5th 

International Congress of Ethno-biology on 5th September at Kenyatta   International 

Conference Centre Nairobi.    

 

Abstract 

 
The fact that music is shared as a human activity by all people may mean that it communicates a certain 

limited understanding simply by its existence. Of all the functions of music, that of communication is 

perhaps the least known and understood. If music allows emotional expression, gives aesthetic pleasure, 

entertains, communicates, elicits physical response, enforces conformity to social norms, and validates 

social institutions and religious rituals, it is then, clear that it contributes greatly to the continuity and 

stability of culture. It is therefore true that not many elements of culture afford the opportunity accorded 

music. As a vehicle of history, myth and legend music points up to the continuity of culture. Through its 

transmission of education, control of erring members of the society and the stress upon what is right; it 

contributes to the stability of culture. Its own existence provides a normal and solid activity which ensures 

the members of society that their world is continuing in its proper path. Music is a means of learning ones 

culture. Through ones life, one is surrounded by musical events that instruct him/her about his/her natural 

environment and how it should be utilized. This teaches man/woman about his/her world-view and shapes 

his/her system of values and re-enforces his/her understanding of concepts of status and his/her own role. 
 

 

 

 

 
Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 

 
Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 
 

 

 

 
Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 
A  Male Elchamus Dancer–Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 
Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 

 
Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 
Mixed Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 

 
Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Mixed Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Male Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

  
Mixed Elchamus Dancers –Baring Kenya 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

       

 1996:  “Music Education in Modern Kenya.” An International Conference on Research  

an Education in African Music and Dance at the International Centre for African 

Music and Dance University of  Ghana, Legon, Accra on December 11- 14, 1996. 

 

Abstract 
So many questions have been raised for which there may be no immediate solutions. The   most important 

question in the discussion is whether Kenya has music that she considers to be hers? The argument is that 

if we have music in our school education curricula, then, this music should be relevant and meaningful to 

both the adult citizens and their children, The learning should also take into account the expectations of 

the consumers. If the education is to shape the behavior of the learners, the intended behavior to be 

achieved must be relevant to the existing ones as the behaviour must be positively received if it were to 

survive. It is common knowledge that the Kenya we have is a product of colonialism. We also know that 

Kenya has quite a number of varied cultural groups who have agreed to live together as a nation. What the 

policy makers need to do now is to develop these cultures so that they all mature as individual cells in an 

organism. This is because if we destroy the cells, we could in the end destroy the organism. Unless we 

strive to develop our musical cultures, we could end up with nothing and this would be very serious. 
                         

 
          Akamba Women Dancers-Mwingi-Kenya                                   Akamba Women Dancers-Mwingi-Kenya 

                          (Photo by Joseph Mutie)                                                                           (Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
                                                               

 Nov.1995(b): “The Role of Music in Shaping Cultural Values of a Nation.” Presented at the 

symposium marking   the International Music Day Celebrations in Kenya to be held  at the 

National  Museums of Kenya, Nairobi on   22nd November 1995 
 

 Dec 1995©: “The Role of Music in the Development of a Country.” Music Department 

Kenyatta University.   
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Charles Nyakiti Orawo with his graduate student at a Music Festival 

(Photo by photo vendors) 

 

                                 

 Oct. 1994: “Ondoro: Luo Musical Genre.”  Presented at the Departmental Seminar, 

Music Department, Kenyatta University.     

Abstract 
In most of the intellectual books and papers on African musics, a general view is often expressed that 

African musics are functional, and only on very rare occasions performed for sheer entertainment. This to 

some extent, made many, even those familiar with African music believe that Africans cannot make 

music for pleasure. Those studies which have tried to include pleasure in  the performance of African 

musics have to some extent imply that such performances could only be carried out by individuals, rather 

lonely individuals and not by groups of organized individuals. The paper is a survey of Ondoro, one of 

the many Luo musical genres, which is performed by organized groups of individuals with the primary 

objective of pleasure and sheer entertainment. The study reveals that Ondoro like other Luo music genres 

were original creations of the younger members  of the Luo community who had been employed by the 

European farmers and missionaries as house or samba boys.    The origin of Ondoro musical genre could 

be explained through bodi musical genre, which was feminine dance music. Ondoro is the final result of 

developments from the bodi musical genre. 

 
Ondoro performers from Busia 

{Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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  Oct.1994: “Training of a Traditional Luo Lyre Player.” Presented at the  Department 

of   Music Department,  Kenyatta University 

 

Abstract 

 
It is important to note that inheritance alone is not the sole determining factor of becoming Jathum, 

otherwise all male children in a home where there is a Jathum would learn to play it to become great 

jothumbe (pl. form of Jathum). This of course is not the case. The process of becoming Jathum begins 

with exposure to thum in the lineage, either maternal or paternal. One to become Jathum must first 

observe Jathum in action, and secondly learn to play the instrument (with or without the permission of the 

owner of the instrument). Next, is the development of interest which is traditionally attributed to a belief, 

generally referred to as juok thum revealing itself to the thum learners.         

 

    
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Thum performer being interviewed 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 

 

 
Thum performer in action 

(Photo by Joseph Mutie) 
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Nyakiti, C.O. (2019)  “Music of Africa and the world”. Key Note Address at the 

International Symposium on Music of Africa and the World - 

WORLD MUSIC DAYS 2019 - BEIJING  (12-19 NOVEMBER 

2019) 

 “Effects of Community Migration on Music Traditions in the 

Great Lakes Region of Africa. The International Symposium on 

Music of Africa and the World - WORLD MUSIC DAYS 2019 - 

BEIJING  (12-19 NOVEMBER 2019) 

 Nyakiti,C.O.     (2017)           Legio Maria verses Juogi Luo Ancestral Possession 

Spirits. International Council for Traditional Music, 

44th World Conference 13- 19 July 2017, Irish World 

Academy of Music and Dance, University of Limerick 

Ireland. 

 The Significance of Fauna and Flora in the production 

of Musical Instruments in Africa 

Nyakiti, C.O. (2015)  Wend Amen: The role of music in Wrestling Festivals of 

the Luo of Western Kenya and  North   Western 

Tanzania The 9th  International  Ethnomusicology 
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   Music Renaissance in Africa: A Reaction to  Cultural   

  Imperialism. FESPAM. Brazzaville Congo. 
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 “Healing Dances: A Case Study of the Luo Juogi and 

the Dawida Mwazindika Dances.”     Journal of 
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 “Tero buru: the Luo musical extravaganza and a rite in a 

rite.” International Journal of Current Research. (ISSN-
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Nyakiti, C.O.  (2010) 
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Symposium  Dar es Salaam.  Tanzania. July 2010 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2010)     The Need to Document, Preserve and Disseminate    
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 The State of Copyrights and related rights in Congo, 
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  Healing Dances: A Case Study of the Luo  Juogi and 

the  Dawida  Mwazindika Dances.  Machakos. April 
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Congo Brazzaville,  July 2007 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2007) 

 
 Innovation: A Measure for the Control of  Cultural 
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Church  Service”. Chemichemi  International   Journal 
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 Music and Dance: A Prerequisite in the   Development  

of  Crowd   Self In Struggles   against Human 

Oppressions. Andong  Korea. September  2005 

 Culture and Arts in Development: a Kenyan Case.  
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 Challenges of Adoption and Adaptation of   Western 
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 "Music Education in Africa- Problems and Issues". 
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 A Perspective of Performance Styles of Selected Luo 
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 Music Creativity among the Traditional Luo   Kenyatta 
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 “Mwazindika: a therapeutic dance of the Dawida of  

Kenya.”International Centre for African Music  and 
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Nyakiti, C.O.  (2017)  “Legio Maria verses Juogi Ancestral Luo Spiritual 

Sect.”  International Journal of Innovative Research and 
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Accra Ghana. 

 
                           

7.1.5: B00KS AND MEMOGRAPHS PUBLISHED 
Nyakiti, C.O.  (2016) 

 
 “Wend Miend Rut: The role of Music in the celebration of 

twins among the Luo of Kenya and    Northern  Tanzania.” 

Music Cultures  fro Eastern Africa. Eds. Imani Sanga and 

Mathayo Ndomando. University of  Dar es Salaam: 

Taasisi ya Taaluma za Kiswahili. 
Nyakiti, C.O.  (2011) 

 
 Music Traditions of Africa: A Study of the Music of   the 

Dawida.   ISBN 978-3-639-36406-4 VDM VERLAG DR 

MUELLER: Saarbrucken, Germany. 

 Music Traditions of Africa: A Study of the Music  of the 

People of  Busia. ISBN 978-3-639- 35169-9 VDM 

VERLAG   DR MUELLER: Saarbrucken, Germany  

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2010) 

 

 

 

 “Music Research in Kenya: A Need to Collect,   Preserve 

and   Disseminate Kenya’s Song-Dance  Heritage”. 

Reading in  Ethnomusicology: A   Collection of Papers 

Presented at Ethnomusicology     Symposium 2010. Dar es 

Salaam:  Institute  of  Kiswahili Studies. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2006) 

 

 

 Musicality in African Perspective 1. ( I.S.B.N.  9966- 

847-10- 3). Lake Publishers and  Enterprises  Ltd: 

Kisumu. 

 Orutu Music Tradition: Fiddlers and Fiddling  Among the 

Luo and Suba Communities of Kenya.  (I.S.B.N. 9966- 

847- 09-X). Lake Publishers and   Enterprises Ltd: 

Kisumu. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2005) 

 

 

 

 “Performance Styles of Selected Luo   Contemporary 

Genres.” Emerging Solutions for   musical Arts Education 

in Africa (ISBN 1-920051-  11-2). Ed. Anri Herbert 

PASMAE: Cape Town. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2004) 

  

 

 

 

 Enyimbo Ezia Awasuba: Music Traditions of the   Suba 

(ISBN 9966-62-6), Lake Publishers and Enterprises Ltd.:  

Kisumu. 

  Musicality in African Perspective (ISBN 9966- 846- 67-

7).  Lake Publishers and Enterprises Ltd.:   Kisumu.       
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  “Challenges of Adoption and Adaptation of  Western 

Musical Instruments in  Africa.”  Henerares et 

convergences des musiquees   traditionnelles et modernes 

d’Africaque (ISBN 2-  7475 – 7584 – 5).  Brazzaville: 

FESPAM –  L’HARMATN pp209-219.  

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2002) 

  

 

 LWIMBO: Busia-Luhya Song Dance Traditions.   Lake 

Publishers and Enterprises Ltd.:  Kisumu. 

 MIEL: The Luo Dance.. Lake Publishers and  Enterprises 

Ltd.  

 BUL: The Luo Drum. Lake Publishers and  Enterprises 

Ltd.:            

 NGOMA: A Short Musical Survey of the Dawida. Lake 

Publishers and Enterprises Ltd.: Kisumu. 

 MUSIC OF KILIFI: The Midzi Chenda and their  Music.  

Lake Publishers and  Enterprises Ltd.: Kisumu.   

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2000) 

 
  Traditional Beer Songs of the Luo People of Kenya Lake    

 Publishers and Enterprises Ltd.: Kisumu. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (1997) 

 

 

 

 “Dances of Kenya: A General Overview and Essays on   

 The seven Traditional Dances of selected ethnic groups   

 Of Kenya.” The Spirit’s Dance in Africa Montreal:   

 Galarie Amrad African Art Publications. 

8:PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS MEMBERSHIP 
2003  to date  The International Music Council (IMC) 

1996  to date 

 
  The International Centre for African Music and   

Dance (ICAMD) 

1996  to date  Collaborator of the IOFA (IOV) 

1989 to date  The International Organization for Folk Art 

1983 to date  The International Society for Music Education 

1984 to date  The International Council for Traditional Music  

1984  to date  The society for Ethnomusicology. 
 

9.0: SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS AND/OR AWARDS 

Nyakiti,C.O. (2019)  Appointed by CUE as a resource person for the 

evaluation of the proposed Curriculum for Bachelor of 

Music in Music Education for the University of 

Eastern Africa, Baraton. 

  Elected Chairman BOM, Kisumu School. 
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Nyakiti,C.O. (2018)  Completed the Commission for University Peer 

Reviewers’ Training held at Astorian Grand Hotel, 

Naivasha, Kenya (June 2018). 

 A panel member to a Peer reviewer’s Committee CUE 

- PhD Music Kabarak University 

 A resource person during the interviews for the 

position of Full Professor of Ethnomusicology and 

musicology of Kabarak University. 

 A Panel Member of the Peer Evaluation of Ph.D. 

Music Kabarak University for the programme’s. 

Accreditation by the Commission for University 

Education (CUE - Kenya). 

Nyakiti, C.O. (2016) 

 
 A resource person during the  interviews for the 

positions of Associate/Full professor positions at the 

Technical University of Kenya (TUK) 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2015)  ICTM Liaison Officer – Kenya gave a report to 

supplement what  ICTM a non-governmental 

Organization Accredited to Act in an Advisory 

Capacity to the Committee  prepared on its 

Contribution  to the Implementation  of the 

Convention; the Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH). 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2011) 

  

 

 

 Represented Dean School of Visual and Performing 

Arts, Kenyatta University in JAB. August.2011 
 Appointed the School of Visual and Performing   Arts 

Senate Representative for Rachael Wangare  Ndathe   

Reg. No.  E55/10684/2004. March 2011 

 Appointed the School of Visual and Performing   Arts 

Senate Representative for Dinga Jonatham  Ndolo 

Reg.  No.E83/7707/2001. February 2011 

 Chairman, Kenyatta University Culture Week 2010  

Planning Committee February  2011 

 Awarded a Certificate of Facilitation after having  

presented an academic paper in the International  

Music  Conference (theme: Music in Education and   

Worship)   by Kenya Association for Musical Arts  

Education   (KAMAE).February  2011 

 Awarded a Certificate of Participation after having  

attended and successfully completed training on  

Performance Management by the Office of the  Prime  

Minister performance Contracting   Department. 
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January  2011 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2010) 

 

 

 Appointed a member of the Jury by the African   

Music Council in terms of qualification and  

experience in the  field of music to participate in the  

10th Session of the African Music Rostrum (TMAF)  

on the fringe of  KOLATIER Duouala /Cameroon. 

November 2010 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2010)  Chairman, Kenyatta University Culture Week 2010 

 Planning Committee February 2010 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2009) 

  

 Diplome d’Honneur en raison de son inestimable  

contribution a l’enrichissement du patrimoine   

 musical de l’Afrique et de Diaspora ( by FESPAM 

August  2009 

Appointed to Re-constitute KU Dance Troupe 

Chairman, Kenyatta University Culture Week 2009 

Planning Committee August 2009 

 Awarded the Office of the Vice President, Ministry  of 

State for National Heritage and Culture Permanent  

Presidential Music Commission  Certificate of 

Participation. April 2009 

  Re-appointed to the Board of Governors, Kisumu  

 Boys High School by the Minister for Education  

March  2009.                     

 Appointed to the Board of Governors, Ng’eny   Mixed 

Secondary School January 2009 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2008)  Awarded the Kenyatta University Certificate of  

    Recognition for the contribution towards the   

    University attainment of First Position in  

    Performance Contracting (State Corporations)  

    2006/2007 Cycle on 21st May, 2008. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2007) 

  
 A member, Kenyatta University Student Achievers   

     Award Committee 

 Reviewed Meki Nzewi’s book Okeke-Music, Myth   

and life: An  African story for publication by the  

publishers. May 2007 

 Chairman, K.U. 2007 Culture Week 

  Chairman, The Vice Chancellor’s Committee on the 

Reconstitution of the  Kenyatta University Dance Troupe. 

Nyakiti C.O. (2005)  Organized with the Department of Culture the  Culture and 

Development in Africa Seminar and Entrepreneurship 
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Development Workshop of the Cultural Engineering Dubai 

(CED), LLC    submitted to UNESCO held on13th  to18th March 

2005 at Nairobi Safari Club, Lillian Towers (Kenya)        

 Nyakiti, C.O.  (2004) 

 

 

 A member, Special Council Committee to Consider  

the Minimum Wage Order, Kenyatta University   

Employees  (Grades I to IV).       

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2004) 

 
  Chairman, Dance Sub-committee, Kenyatta    

 University   Culture  Week Committee July 2004.                                   

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2004 date) 

 
 Chair, Music and Dance Department  Postgraduate 

Committee 

Nyakiti, C.O. (2004 /2005   In-charge, Kenyatta University Dance Troupe 

Nyakiti, C.O.  2004 – 2006 

Nyakiti, C.O.  2004 to date 
  Non Senate Representative to KU Council.               

  Chair, Music and Dance Department Board of   

     Postgraduate  Committee 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2004) 

 
 Ag. Chair, Department of African Music and 

ethnomusicology Department     

 A member, Kenyatta University Anti-Corruption  

Committee                                         

Nyakiti, C.O.  2003 – 2008 

  
 Departmental Representative to the Appointments  

    and  Promotions Committee, Kenyatta University . 

   President, Kenya National Committee of the IMC 

  

Nyakiti, C.O.  (2002) 

  

 

 

 Western Kenya Regional Theatre Awards for the  
Outstanding Contribution in the Promotion of 
Traditional Kenyan Musics.                                     

 Appointed by the Appointments and Promotions    
Board, University of Lagos an Assessor of Dr (Mrs)  
Ekwueme’s Publications for her Promotion to the  
position of Associate Professor of Music Education  
of the University August 2002                  

Nyakiti, C.O.  2001 – 2003    A member of Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences  

    Postgraduate  Studies Committee.(Maseno University.                                                                                  

Nyakiti, C.O.  2000 – 2003 

 
 Chairman, Music Department Postgraduate    

    Committee. Maseno University. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  2000 to date   Coordinator, The East African Secretariat of the    

 ICAMD           

Nyakiti, C.O.  2000 – 2003  A member the Board of Undergraduate Studies  

Maseno University.,                 

Nyakiti, C.O. (2000-2003 
 In-charge Departmental Seminars,  Music Depart.   

Maseno University.                                                                                     
Nyakiti, C.O.  1998 – 2003  In-charge of Departmental Field Trip Courses.   
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Maseno University.                                                  

Nyakiti, C.O.  1997 – 1998  Chairman, Music Depart. Postgraduate S.C. K.U.                                              

Nyakiti, C.O.  (1997)  In-charge of Traditional Dance Costumes and   

Musical Instruments  exhibitions.  K.U. Culture  Week 

1997 April 1997.                                           

Nyakiti, C.O.  1992 -1998   Committee member of Kenyatta University Culture  

     Week in-charge of Traditional Music and Dance.                                          

Nyakiti, C.O.  1996 – 2000      Co-coordinator, The East African Chapter of the     

     International Center for African Music and   Dance    

      (ICAMD).                                        

Nyakiti, C.O.(1996 to date   Advisory Board member, for the International Centre 

for African Music  and Dance(ICAMD). Legon, 

Accra, Ghana.                                                                     

Nyakiti, C.O. (1994/1996) 

 
 Coordinated the teaching and examining of a  Faculty 

unit MAA410: General Research   Methodology                                                                            

Nyakiti, C.O.( 1987 -1998)  In-charge of  Departmental Field Trip Courses. and 

Research Committee,  Maseno University. 

Nyakiti, C.O.(1993 -1997)   Committee member 1993 and 1994 KU C.W. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (1993/4)  Chairman Music and Dance a Sub-committee 1993 

and 1994 K.U.C.W. 

Nyakiti, C.O.( 1994 -1998)  Departmental Representative to the Appointments and 

Promotions Committee, Kenyatta University 

 Nyakiti, C.O.  (1994) 

 

 

  Departmental Representative to the Planning  Data/ 

Information for the University Mission and 

development Faculty of Arts.  Kenyatta University                                       

Nyakiti, C.O. (1992 -1994)  On and off acted Chairman, Music Department, 

Kenyatta University. 

Nyakiti, C.O.  (1991-1998)  Departmental Time Table Coordinator,   Kenyatta  

University.                                         

Nyakiti, C.O.  (1991)  Departmental Examinations Coordinator. Kenyatta 

University.                                        

Nyakiti, C.O. (1989 -1991)  Departmental Representative Postgraduates  

    Committee, Kenyatta University.                                               

Nyakiti, C.O. (1989 -1990)  In-charge of Departmental Seminars Music  

    Department, Kenyatta University.     
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.    

10.0: WORK DONE OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR 

July 2019 to date 
 Appointed by CUE as a resource person for the 

evaluation of the proposed Curriculum for Bachelor of 

Music in Music Education for the University of 

Eastern Africa, Baraton.  

March 2019 to date 
 Elected Chairman to the Board of Management 

Kisumu Boys’ High School 

March 2019 to date 
 Appointed to the Board of Management Kisumu 

Boys’ High School. 

June 2018 to  date 
 A Peer Reviewer  for Music and Dance: The 

Commission for University Education (CUE) Kenya 

February 2018 to date 
 A panel member to a Peer reviewer’s Committee CUE 

- PhD Music Kabarak University 

2016 to 2018  External Examiner, Kabarak University 
2010  to  2016  External Examiner, Maseno University 

2010 to 2012  External Examiner, Bondo University College. 

July 2011       External Examiner, University of Dar es Salaam. 

May 2010 

 

 

 Participated in the Global Music Academy Berlin 

development of a Campus in East Central and South  

Africa in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

March 2010           External Examiner, Bondo University College. 

 2010 to 2013 
 A Signatory and a member to the Muhoroni District 

Roads Board. 
March  2009  External Examiner, University of Kwa-Zulu Natal. 

September 2007  Guest of Honour, Book Donation Day, Prof  

   Ayiecho Obumba Mixed .Secondary School 

2007 to date 

 
 A member to the Conseil Scientifique of  Festival  

Panafricain de Musique.                

February 2006  Guest Speaker at a Special PTA Meeting of Kisumu 

Boys High School.  The Topic was “Unity of purpose.   

The   day was a special  one in that a new head teacher 

 was being  introduced to the parents for  the first time. 

February 2006 

 

 

 

 Participated in National Annual Budget  Presentation 

as a stake holder  from the Ministry of  Gender Sports, 

Culture and Social Services  concerned with issues 

related to the funding of  Cultural  Festivals,  the 

Ministry which should house 
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  Copyright Board and the questions of  Commissioners    

of  Permanent Presidential Music Commission. 

February 2006 

 

 

 

  Participated in Ministry of Gender Sports, Culture   

and Social Services’ Annual Budget Presentation at  

Serena Hotel Nairobi as a Stakeholder representing  

KM&CF as  Chairman Technical Committee.  
Mar. 2005           Organized with the Department of Culture the  Culture 

and   Development in Africa Seminar and Entreprene-

urship Development Workshop of the Cultural 

Engineering Dubai (CED), LLC submitted to 

UNESCO held on13th to18th March2005 at Nairobi  

Safari Club, Lillian Towers (Kenya)    

2005 to date  Patron, Prof Ayiecho Obumba Mixed Secondary  

School. 

2004    A Member, Nyando District Development Committee   

2003 to 2013  Vice President,  FESPAM Symposium. Kinshasa,   

Congo   

2003 to 2013   Secretary, Muhoroni Constituency Development  

Committee  

 2002 to date 

 
 Appointed a member of the  Board of Governors,  

Kisumu    Boys  High School.                                                                               

 Chairman, Lielang’o Bridge Committee, Government/ 

Community Based Project, Kisumu  and Nyando 

Districts.                                             

August  2002 

 

  

 

  Appointed by the Appointments and Promotions    

 Board,  University of Lagos an Assessor of Dr    (Mrs)   

 Ekwueme’s   Publications for her promotion   to the   

 position of   Associate  Professor of Music Education   

 of the University.                                       

 Appointed a member of the Board of Governors,  

Kisumu  Boys  High School. 

2000 

 
 Attended an Advisory Board meeting of the  

International Centre for African Music and Dance  at  

the University of  Ghana, Legon, Accra Ghana.                                                                               
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 August1999 

 

 

 

 Appointed a Jury member, 2nd Festival of Pan-African 

Music (FESPAM) held at Brazzaville, the  Congo 

under the auspices of the  Congolese Government, the 

Organization of African  

Unity with UNESCO, the International Music  

Council, and the International Center for Bantu  

Civilizations as partners.                                        

1995 to 2000  External Examiner (Makerere University and 

Kyambogo  University College).                                        

1994 – 1996  Chairman, Jokanyanam Welfare Association.                                

1996  

 
 Prepared and presented First and Second year  

    Music Syllabus (Calendar) for the Music    

    Department Maseno,University  College.   
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